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1.4. GUN TEST FACILITY 13 

ing rf. The timing jitter between the arrival time of the laser and the operating phase in 

the gun should be on the order of a fraction of the bunch length, and possibly far less, 

depending on the particular application. Acceptable timing jitter for the R&D applica- 

tion has been achieved, without using feedback, by driving the gun and accelerator at a 

harmonic of a passively mode-locked laser oscillator. This oscillator also serves as the 

front end of the laser system, from which a single pulse is selected for amplification 

and frequency conversion to drive the photocathode. 

Electron Beam Parameters 
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2 .1 . E L E C T R O N  E M IS S IO N  F R O M  A  M E T A L  C A T H O D E  1 5  

r  c a th o d e  

E ( z ) 

-+ .? h /C  h /2  -- j  

F i g u re  2 .1 : S c h e m a ti c  o f th e  rf g u n  w i th  th e  l o n g i tu d i n a l  fi e l d  p ro fi l e  s u p e ri m - 
p o s e d . 

In  th i s  c h a p te r, th e  d i ffe re n t m e c h a n i s m s  fo r  e l e c tro n  e m i s s i o n  a re  d i s c u s s e d  a s  IS  th e  

o r i g i n  o f th e  q u a n tu m  e ffi c i e n c y . S i n g l e  p a rti c l e  d y n a m i c s  fo r  a  s ta n d i n g  w a v e  s tru c tu re  

a re  p re s e n te d  i n  o rd e r to  g a i n  u n d e rs ta n d i n g  o f th e  a c c e l e ra ti o n  p ro c e s s . F i g . 2 . I s h o w s  

a  s c h e m a ti c  o f th e  1 .6  c e l l  g u n  u s e d  i n  th i s  e x p e ri m e n t a l o n g  w i th  a  l o n g i tu d i n a l  fi e l d  

p ro fi l e  s u p e ri m p o s e d . In  o rd e r to  u n d e rs ta n d  a  p a rti c l e  b e a m  w i th  a  fi n i te  n u m b e r 

o f p a rti c l e s , th e  fo u n d a ti o n s  o f b e a m  c h a ra c te r i z a ti o n s  a re  g i v e n . T h i s  i n c l u d e s  th e  

d e fi n i ti o n  o f th e  b e a m  e m i tta n c e  a n d  th e  d i ffe re n t m e c h a n i s m s  fo r  e m i tta n c e  g ro w th . 

T h e  s c a l i n g  l a w s  fo r  th e  e m i tta n c e  s o u rc e s  a re  th e n  s u m m a ri z e d , a n d  e s ti m a te s  b a s e d  

o n  ty p i c a l  b e a m  p a ra m e te rs  a re  m a d e  fo l l o w e d  b y  a  d i s c u s s i o n  o f h o w  th e  e m i tta n c e  

c a n  b e  re d u c e d  to  th e  L C L S  re q u i re m e n ts  c a n  b e  a c h i e v e d . 

2 .1  E l e c tro n  E m i s s i o n  fro m  a  M e ta l  C a th o d e  

In  a  h i g h  g ra d i e n t p h o to c a th o d e  g u n  a  m e ta l  p h o to c a th o d e  i s  ty p i c a l l y  u s e d . W h i l e  th e  

m e ta l  c a th o d e  s u ffe rs  fro m  re l a ti v e l y  l o w  q u a n tu m  e ffi c i e n c y  w h e n  c o m p a re d  to  s e m i -  
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c o n d u c to r c a th o d e s , i t i s  q u i te  ro b u s t a n d  c a n  w i th s ta n d  v e ry  h i g h  e l e c tri c  fi e l d s . In  

th e  c a s e  o f th e  g u n  a t th e  G T F , th e  p h o to c a th o d e  i s  c o p p e r a n d  c o n s i s ts  o f th e  e n ti re  

b a c k  w a l l  o f th e  g u n . T h i s  e l i m i n a te s  a n y  j o i n ts  b e tw e e n  th e  c a th o d e  a n d  th e  g u n  w h e re  

e l e c tri c a l  b re a k d o w n  i s  l i k e l y  to  o c c u r. A t l o w  fi e l d s  a n d  te m p e ra tu re s  th e  e m i s s i o n  

fro m  th e  g u n  i s  d o m i n a te d  b y  th e  p h o to -e m i s s i o n  p ro c e s s ; h o w e v e r, a s  th e  a c c e l e ra ti n g  

fi e l d  i s  i n c re a s e d  a  s i g n i fi c a n t “d a rk -c u rre n t” b a c k g ro u n d  b e g i n s  to  a p p e a r w e l l  a b o v e  

th e  l e v e l s  o f th e  e x p e c te d  th e rm a l  e m i s s i o n . T h i s  e m i s s i o n  i s  d u e  to  th e  q u a n tu m  m e - 

c h a n i c a l  tu n n e l i n g  o f th e  e l e c tro n s  th ro u g h  th e  S c h o ttk y  l o w e re d  p o te n ti a l  b a rr i e r. 

2 .1  .l  W o rk  F u n c ti o n  a n d  th e  S c h o ttk y  E ffe c t 

T h e  a m o u n t o f e n e rg y  re q u i re d  to  l i b e ra te  a n  e l e c tro n  fro m  th e  F e rm i  l e v e l ’ to  th e  

v a c u u m  i s  k n o w n  a s  th e  w o rk  fu n c ti o n  ( w h e re  th e  v a c u u m  m e a n s  th a t th e  e l e c tro n  

i s  s u ffi c i e n tl y  fa r  fro m  th e  c a th o d e  th a t th e  p o te n ti a l  fro m  i ts  i m a g e  c h a rg e  c a n  b e  

i g n o re d -ty p i c a l l y  a  fe w  n m ). In  g e n e ra l , th e  w o rk  fu n c ti o n  fo r  a  m e ta l  i s  a  fe w  e l e c tro n  

v o l ts  s u c h  th a t U V  p h o to n s  o r v e ry  h i g h  te m p e ra tu re s  (-  l o 4  -  1 0 ’ K )  a re  re q u i re d  fo r  

e m i s s i o n . T h e  e x a c t v a l u e  o f th e  w o rk  fu n c ti o n  d e p e n d s  o n  th e  c ry s ta l  o r i e n ta ti o n  a n d  

d e ta i l e d  s u rfa c e  p h y s i c s  o f th e  m e ta l . In  fa c t, th e  e x a c t n a tu re  o f th e  w o rk  fu n c ti o n  i s  

q u i te  c o m p l e x  a n d  i s  b e y o n d  th e  s c o p e  o f th i s  th e s i s . T a b l e  2 .1  g i v e s  th e  a c c e p te d  w o rk  

fu n c ti o n  fo r  v a r i o u s  c ry s ta l  p l a n e s  o f c o p p e r a s  w e l l  o th e r p ro p e rti e s  u s e d  i n  th e  te x t. 

A n  a v e ra g e  v a l u e  o f 4 .7  e V  w i l l  b e  u s e d  fo r  th e  p u rp o s e  o f c a l c u l a ti o n s  e x c e p t w h e n  

a n  u p p e r l i m i t o n  a  q u a n ti ty  th a t d e p e n d s  o n  th e  e n e rg y  d i ffe re n c e  b e tw e e n  th e  l a s e r 

a n d  th e  w o rk  fu n c ti o n  i s  d e s i re d  ( i n  w h i c h  c a s e  4 .5  e V  i s  u s e d ). T h e  w a v e l e n g th  o f 

a  fre q u e n c y  q u a d ru p l e d  N d :g l a s s  l a s e r i s  2 6 3  n m  (4 .7  e V ) s u c h  th a t e l e c tro n s  c a n  b e  
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Table 2.1: Physical properties of copper 

1 InIn;;L;fraction (4.7 eV) 

Fermi energy 

Work Function 

/ DC conductivity 

Average (inelastic) scattering time 

Mean free path (for E = cl + biw) 

n = n, $ in, I .47 + I .73i 1301 

6 24 nm talc. 

Cf 7 eV [311 

Qo 4.59 eV (100) [311 

4.48eV(llO) 

4.98eV(lli) 

‘1, 8.45 1022cnl-2 [311 

flo 5.88 105Q-‘cm-’ 1311 

T 23 fs talc. 

A 50 nm talc. 

emitted from either the 110 or 100 plane (until, as will be shown shortly, the electric 

field approaches -85 MVlm where emission can occur from all 3 planes). 

In the presence of an external field, the effective work function of the cathode is changed. 

When the field is accelerating electrons away from the cathode surface, the work func- 

tion is lowered such that emission is more favorable. However, due to the presence of 

the electron’s image potential, the lowering is not linear in the applied field. Fig. 2.2 

shows a schematic of the applied (accelerating), image, and combined potential. The 

combined potential can be written as 

2 
eV = -eEz - ~ 

16rrrot ’ (2.1) 

where E is the applied electric field, e 0, is the permittivity of free space.2 is the distance 

from the cathode, and it is assumed that Rz < 1, where k is the wave number of the 

applied field. The potential barrier is a minimum when the derivative of eq. (2. I) with 

respect to the distance from the cathode vanishes: i.e., when 

cw 

and 

ev = -e 
J 

&E+ (2.3) 
0 

The effective work function is then written as 

(2.4) 

The lowering of the potential barrier is known as the Schottky effect (321. For 100 

MVlm the work function is effectively decreased by -0.38 eV while the distance from 

the cathode in which the barrier is a minimum is -2 nm consistent with the approxima- 

tion that the applied field is independent of position considering that the rf wavelength 

is about 10’ nm (IO cm). 

2.1.2 Thermal Emission 

In the thermionic gun electron emission is achieved by raising the temperature of the 

cathode to a point where a significant number of electrons has energy above the (ef- 

fective) work function of the cathode. The thermionic gun therefore emits over a wide 

range of phases and across many rf buckets. As a consequence, beam loading and en- 

ergy spread can be quite significant for a thermionic gun. Thermionic guns therefore 

typically employ energy filters, beam choppers and “alpha-magnets”2. In addition, the 

charge in each bucket is small and the emittance can be large compared to the require- 

ments of the LCLS. 

‘A d!pole magnet whxh is designed such that Lhc lrans~t tame IS independent of energy It gets its 
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cathode 

At T = 300 K (l;J - l/40 eV) and E0 =I00 MV/m, the occupancy at the effective 

work function of copper c - 6, = 4.1 eV is .f(e - t, = 4.lelf) - e-16”, 

More specifically, the thermionic emission rate can be derived by treating the electrons 

as an ideal fermi-gas in thermal and chemical equilibrium with the cathode [3 I]. In 

terms of the electron flux it is given by 

Jc- = w&w (2.8) 

This is known as the Richardson-Dushman equation for thermionic emission. For the 

parameters given above, the emission rate is - 10-3’e-m-2s-’ which is negligible. 

Figure 2.2: Potential diagram for the Schottky effect. Solid line is the potential 
due to the image charge, the long dashed is the accelerating potential, 
and the short dashed is the combined potential. 

In order to estimate the number of electrons thermally emitted from the rf gun, it is 

noted that the occupancy of states in a metal is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution, 

where p is the chemical potential, given by 

P = ‘I kbT << cf s kbT/ (2.6) 

for temperatures much less than the Fermi temperature (Tf). From Table 2. I, 6, =7 eV 

for copper such that ‘2’1 N 8 lo4 K. In this limit, the Fermi-Dirac distribution is ap- 

proximated as a Boltzmann distribution, 

-3 
f(f) zz e b t > ‘f (2.7) 

2.1.3 Field Emission 

When operating at fields on the order of IO-100 MV/m, a significant amount of “Dark” 

current is observed to be emitted from the photocathode gun. Part of the explanation 

can be attributed to localized increases in the electric field at the cathode due to a 

rough surface. Because the electric field is perpendicular to a conducting surface, the 

field strength will be higher when the cathode is convex then when it is concave (as 

shown in Fig. 2.3). If sharp “whiskers” exist on the cathode the field can become high 

enough that an electrical breakdown occurs. The field enhancement is characterized by 

flE = E,ff/.R where Eeff is the microscopic electric field [33],such that the effective 

work function eq. (2.4) becomes 

(2.9) 

However, even with this explanation the observed amount of emitted current grows 

much too rapidly with the applied field for a reasonable surface roughness. This phe- 

nomenon is known as field emission and the explanation is purely quantum mechanical 
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Figure 2.3: Electric field lines for a rough cathode showing field enhancement 
for convex features. 

in nature. As the applied field grows, the Schottky lowered barrier becomes narrow 

enough that there is a significant probability for tunneling through the barrier. In fact, 

this was one of the earliest observations of quantum mechanical tunneling [34]. Ref- 

erence [33] gives an approximate form for the current (in Amperes averaged over I rf 

cycle) 

where all energies are in (electron) Volts, A, is the emitting area, and E is in Volts/m. 

The enhancement factor for the cathode can be determined by the slope of (I)r,, /E2.5 

as a function of In( l/E) (and the effective emitting area can be determined by the 

intercept). In Section 6.1.1 Fowler-Nordheim plots are given for the initial copper 

cathode and for both before and after “laser cleaning” the cathode in order to increase 

the photoelectron yield. 

2.1. ELECTRON EMISSION FROM A METAL CATHODE 

2.1.4 Photoemission and Quantum Efficiency 

22 

One of the major advantages of using photoemission (as opposed to thermionic emis- 

sion) as an electron source is, that to first order, the photo-emitted beam takes on the 

characteristics of the drive (laser) beam. This can be used to tailor the longitudinal 

and transverse shape of the electron beam in an attempt to achieve the lowest possible 

emittance directly from the source. If the laser pulse length is short compared to the 

rf period, then the emitted beam will (typically) have a well defined energy with low 

energy spread. In addition, a single bunch or any number of bunches can be selected by 

selecting how many laser pulses are incident on the cathode. 

The quantum efficiency (QE or 7) is defined as the number of electrons emitted from 

the gun per irdhzt number of laser photons: 

This definition of the QE is essentially an effective quantum efficiency since it does 

not take into account the reflectance of the laser off of the cathode. It is, therefore, a 

practical definition. Ilowever. this means that the QE depends on the incident angle of 

the photons. 

In the case of a copper cathode operated near room temperature and a quadrupled 

Nd:glass laser, only electrons near the fermi level can escape since iii - @ < G 

and T << Tr. In addition, due to the short skin depth at the laser wavelength, only 

electrons near the surface of the metal can be excited. Because the mean free path of 

the electrons is slightly longer than the skin depth, most of the electrons do not undergo 

inelastic scattering. 

With these simplifications it is reasonably straightforward to determine the form of 
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Table 2.2: Calculated reflectivity of 4.7 eV photons off of copper for normal and 
grazing incidence. 

angle polarization reflectivity # 

;j 

the emitted current by integrating over the available states in which the longitudinal 

momentum before emission satisiies pf/Ztn > t, + @ and is oriented towards the 

surface. The result (see ref [35]) is that the number of emitted electrons per photon of 

frequency W, 

?I(W) 0: (iiLL - la)’ (2.12) 

For a finite temperature a correction is given by Fowler (361; however, the differences 

are only important right at threshold [37]. 

Using eqs. (2.12) and (2.4) the quantum efficiency is rewritten as 

,=,,(hw&o+e~:)2 ( (2.13) 

where o0 is a constant which depends on (among other things) on the cleanliness of 

the cathode, and E strictly includes any enhancements due to surface features. The QE 

achieved (after “laser cleaning”) was - 3 10F5 electrons/photons at normal incidence 

with an applied field of -100 MV/m. This compares with a QE of - 4.5 IO-’ as 

reported in 138). 

As the quantum efficiency is defined here, it depends on the polarization of the laser 

for incident angles other than normal. Fig. 2.4 shows the reflectivity of 4.7 eV photons 

from copper as a function of angle of incidence for both transverse magnetic (TM, p) 

_ - .  .  
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and transverse electric (TE, s) polarizations as determined by the Fresnel equations (see 

for example ref. 1391). The reflectivity of the s-polarized light (TE) rises monotonically 

0-0 
0 [degrees] 

Figure 2.4: Reflectivity of copper versus angle for 4.7 eV photons off of copper 
for s-polarized (upper) and p-polarized (lower) light. 

(until grazing incidence where it is unity) while the p-polarized (TM) light first de- 

creases and then increases. The reflectivity is lower (thus the absorbed light and hence 

the quantum efficiency is greater) for p-polarization than for s-polarization for all angles 

except normal incidence where s- and p-polarization are indistinguishable. Table 2.2 

summarizes the reflectivity and the fractional number of absorbed photons (normalized 

to 0”) for 0” and 72”: the two angles of incidence possible with the rf photocathode gun 

used in this thesis. 

Measurements of the quantum efficiency as a function of polarization for grazing inci- 

dence are given in Section 6.1. Note that according to Table 2.2 there should be -2.5 

times higher efficiency for p-polarized light than for s; however, a value of -6 is seen. 

The discrepancy is likely explained due to additional Schottky lowering of the work 

function due to the electric field of the laser for p-polarization (i.e.. when the electric 

field is perpendicular to the surface.) At typical laser intensities the electric field is 
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-40 MVlm which when combined with the applied field and the surface roughness 

may explain the discrepancy. 

2.1.5 Estimate of Emission Time 

In order for the longitudinal shape of the electron beam to follow the shape of the laser 

pulse, the emission must be prompt. In this section, the emission time is estimated using 

the typical energy of an electron and the characteristic depth at which it is produced. 

The length scale over which emission occurs is the skin depth of the laser-the depth 

at which the electric field amplitude has been reduced to a of the field at the surface3. 

The skin depth is given by 

where 11, is the imaginary portion of the index of refraction. For 4.7 eV photons the 

index of refraction and the associated skin depth for copper are given in Table 2.1. The 

index is determined from ref. [30] from a least squares fit of the theory to experimental 

data. The corresponding skin depth is 24 nm. For comparison, for w = 2rr ‘2856 MHz, 

the rf frequency of the gun, the skin depth is - Ipm. 

Most of the electrons will be excited from near the Fermi energy, such that their energy 

inside the cathode will be given by ~1 + hw. Therefore their typical velocity will be 

p= - 
\i 

c/ t iiLJ 
1/2mcZ 

N 7 IO@ ( (2.15) 

where p is the velocity normalized to the speed of light. The majority of the electrons 

“7he number of photons is reduced to & of the number at ihe surface. 

will then be emitted in a time 

6 
T. < - 3 10 fs. 

DC 
(2.16) 

This is shorter than the average scatter time (determined from the DC conductivity in 

the Drude model), longer than the UV single cycle time (-Ifs), and much shorter than 

the typical laser pulse width. 

2.2 Single Particle Dynamics for an rf Gun 

In this section, the longitudinal and transverse dynamtcs for a single particle in a stand- 

ing wave accelerator structure are derived. The emphasis will be on the rf gun in which 

the particles start from rest. The shunt impedance is defined which relates the maximum 

Voltage gain obtainable through the cavity to the stored Power in the cavity. 

The accelerating modes of the cavity are transverse magnetic (TM) modes. The longi- 

tudmal component to the electric field is given by 

E, = E(z) sin(d $ do)-; , (2.17) 

where E(Z) contains the spatial variation of the electric field (cos kz for the TMolo 

mode), k = 2a/X is the wavevector of the accelerating rf, w = 2nf is the angular 

frequency. and do is a constant phase term (corresponding to the laser arrival phase 

at the cathode). z = 0 is defined as the cathode surface where the electric field must 

terminate normal to the surface. 

This field is clearly unphysical by itself as it is not divergence free. Therefore, there 
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must be a non-zero radial cornporter&. 75 E’ = 0 implies where En is  the peak on axis field and 9 = s  the beam phase defined 

01 

(2.18) 
such that 

(2.19) And, the normalized vector potential a is  

e& 
where it has been assumed that E, is  independent of T  which is  valid for X-r < 1. a=21;mc2’ 

Furthermore, there must be an azimuthal magnetic field (from $ x  g = $g), 

r  m, c&J  = --  
2c at 

(2.20) 

From the above fields and the Lorentz force law (2 = q(f? + C x  g)) the two coupled 

differential equations for the longitudinal and transverse momenta of a s ingle particle 

of charge e are, 

dpr er BE, e&r a& - zz  
dt 

- --  -  --, a,,d 
2 a2 2c at 

+z a%r 8% - = eE,+--, 
dt 2c at 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

where eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) give radial electric and azimuthal magnetic fields and E, 

is  given by eq. (2.17). 

2.2.1 Longitudinal Dynamics 

The second term in eq. (2.22) and theentire radial motion, eq. (2.21). become negligible 

essentially immediately in the photocathode gun. This leads to a differential energy 

gain, 

dy -  = ak%in(kz + 4) , 
dr EC! 

‘the electrtc field for a TM+,, mode is  independent of azrmuthal angle 

dz + 40 (2.24) 

(2.25) 

which is  typically on the order of l-2 for the high gradient photo-injector. 

In the case of the 1.5 cell gun where only the TM en, mode is  used, the differential 

energy gain can be written as 

d-r z  = ak (sin4 + s in(r$ t 2kz))  

The first term in eq. (2.26) is  due to the forward wave and the second term is  due to 

the reverse wave of the rf (absent in the case of the traveling wave linac). For long 

structures and relativistic beams the effects of the reverse wave average to zero as the 

particles s lip over 2 rf waves every c y c le. 

Ref [40] derives approximate solutions for the energy and phase in the I .5 cell case. In 

the case of the 1.6 cell rf gun, the elongated half-cell, requires higher spatial harmonics 

in the accelerating field for resonance. For relativistic beams the higher spatial harmon- 

ic s  do not contribute to the acceleration, but in the rf gun they cannot be ignored 1411. 

The spatial variation of the electric field, E(z), for the 1.6 cell gun is  given by s imu- 

lations and is  shown in Fig. 2.5 1421. Also shown in Fig. 2.5 is  the Electric field as 

seen by a particle traveling the speed of light for an injection phase of 52”. This is  the 

phase that maximizes the energy gain and will be used in the definition of the shunt 

impedance of the structure in Section 2.2.3. 
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Figure 2.5: Longitudinal on axis field in 1.6 cell gun (solid) and corresponding 
field as seen by ultrarelativistic particle for maximum acceleration 
(dashed). 

The energy and phase of the particles can be determined by solving eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) 

self consistently. This is done using numerical integrations and the field map (Fig. 2.5). 

Fig. 2.6 shows the calculated energy and phase at the exit of the gun (Z = I2 cm from 

the cathode, kz ~7.2) as a function of the laser injection phase. The phase that maxi- 

mizes the energy gain is not the same phase that minimizes the differential defocusing 

kick at the exit of the gun (see Section 2.2.2). The maximum energy gain is at -50” 

while the injection phase for minimizing the defocusing kick at the exit of the gun is 

-80”. The phase chosen for the emittance measurements presented in Section 6.2.6 

was 50”. While this minimizes the longitudinal phase space out of the gun (dy/dz = 0) 

this puts a non-linear energy chirp on the beam that cannot be easily removed. In addi- 

tion. this decrease in the longitudinal emittance is almost certainly going to correspond 

to an increase in the transverse emittance. The evolution of the energy and phase for an 
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Figure 2.6: 1.6 cell energy and phase as a function of laser injection phase for 
140 MV/m peak field. 

input phase of 50” through the structure is shown in Fig. 2.7 for Ea = 140 MVlm. The 

effects of the reverse wave can be clearly seen in the modulation of the energy gain. In 

addition in Fig. 2.7, the beam is seen to become relativistic very near the cathode. 

2.2.2 Transverse Dynamics 

Transverse dynamics cannot be completely neglected and become an important factor 

in the production of high quality electron beams. For a single particle the radial motion 

is quite uninteresting; however, the difference in the motion from the head to the tail of 

a finite beam will be one of the limiting factors in producing a very low emittance beam 

(non-linear rf effects). Here the transverse motion of a single particle in a standing wave 

accelerator is derived. The magnitude of the transverse motion will be seen to be small 

such that the beam size on the exit is essentially the same as at the cathode; however, 
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Figure 2.7: Energy and phase for I .6 cell gun with 140 MV/m maximum accel- 
erating gradient and 50 degree injection phase as a function of kr. 

at the exit of the gun, where the field terminates abruptly, a potentially large difference 

in the transverse kick as a function of time develops. This result will be used in Sec- 

tion 2.4.8 to estimate the “rf” contribution to the beam emittance (see Section 2.4.8). 

For simplicity a single TM,,,,, mode is assumed such that E(Z) = &cos(kz). 

During the short period when the beam is non-relativistic, eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) can be 

rewritten as 

dflr 
dtX 

-a~.(k+)w cos q& , and (2.27) 

(2.28) 

approach 0, fir is given as, 

8 
z 

P, z o(wt)2(kr) sin 260 < 1 (2.30) 

Once the beam becomes relativistic (Bz z l), eq. (2.21) is integrated to yield 

/X(z) 4 -(kr)ncos(kr)sin(k~ + q&o) + const. , (2.31) 

The constant in eq. (2.31) will depend on the injection phase as well as the phase 

slippage when the beam is non-relativistic. The beam envelope makes oscillations at 

twice the rf frequency (due to the reverse wave passing over the beam) and as long as 

lir << 1 these oscillations will be small. Since T is typically on the order of a mm and 

li z O.O6mm-‘, this is quite reasonable. 

Wz - 23 2aw dt > 
, 

where the approximations that pr-, p,, kz, and wt < 1 have been made. And, where a 

was defined in eq. (2.25). In the limit that v c < 1, i.e., as long as do does not 

At the exit of the gun the longitudinal electric field must terminate. For simplicity the 

field is assumed to terminate abruptly. While this is clearly unphysical, it turns out that 

the dominant factor in the exit kick arises from the temporal not spatial dependence of 

the electric field. The result is that at the exit of the gun the radial velocity is given by 

/Jr = a(kr) sin c& + const. , (2.32) 

where c#+,,, is the exit phase of the gun. This result will be used later to estimate the 

rf emittance growth due to a finite pulse length. This time dependent kick is important 

in the case of the hnac where the input (focusing) kick is stronger than the output 

(defocusing) kick due to the large energy gain through the structure. In fact the linac 

focusing is an important part of the emittance-compensation process. 

2.2.3 Peak Electric Field Determination 

In order to determine the energy from the gun, the accelerating gradient as a func- 

tion of the input power to the gun needs to be known. The peak on axis field will be 
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proportional to the square root of the forward power to the gun in steady state. The 

proportionality constant will depend on the particular geometry of the structure as well 

as on the conductivity of the walls. It is typical to introduce the shunt impedance which 

relates the maximum Voltage gain to the power dissipated in the walls as 

(2.33) 

where, R, is the shunt impedance, P, is the power dissipated in the cavity walls and 

V is the maximum Voltage gain for a particle traversing the structure at the speed of 

light [43,44]. The Voltage gain is given by integrating the longitudinal field across the 

structure namely 

I 

~L.II 
v= E(z) sin(kz + &,,) dz , (2.34) 

0 

where &at is the injection phase that optimizes the voltage gain. 

The power dissipated on the wall can be rewritten in terms of the quality factor (Qa) 

and the stored energy (U) 

The shunt impedance is then 

p”=*. 
QO 

(2.35) 

R 
.s 

“‘Qo 

2WU 
(2.36) 

For the 1.6 cell gun reported on here with a stored energy of U = 4.638 J the peak 

on axis field is given by to be Ea = 100 MVlm. This leads to V - 4.74 MV gain 

for 4opt -52” where eq. (2.34) and the longitudinal field profile (from simulation [42]) 

have been used. This, combined with the measured Qa = 12,000, leads to a shunt 

impedance of R, = 1.6 MR. 

Now, the power dissipated from the forward power to the structure needs to be deter- 

mined. In steady state the power dissipated in the walls is equal to the forward power to 

the structure minus the power reflected from the structure (if any) and minus any power 

removed by the beam (beam loading). In the photocathode rf gun beam loading is quite 

small (-5 MeV. I nC = 5 mJ compared to -5 I) and will be neglected here (one ex- 

ception is in the “super-charge” cleaning in Section 6. I. 1 where the beam carries away 

enough energy to empty the cavity). In this approximation, the power dissipated on the 

walls is related to the forward power by 

4P 
pUJ= (l+fVp” 

where here p is the coupling factor which, for an overcoupled cavity, is equal to the 

VSWRS and P, is theforwardpower. Substitutingeq. (2.33) intoeq. (2.37) thevoltage 

gain is given in terms of the forward power, the shunt impedance and the coupling factor 

as 

“Jmm -_ It? (2.38) 

Or, with the measured coupling factor, 13 = 1.5, EO z 37fi MV/m when PI is given 

in MW such that just over 14 MW is required for a peak on axis field of 140 MV/m. 

2.3 Single Particle Trajectories in the Absence of 

Acceleration 

In the absence of acceleration the single particle trajectories are determined by beamline 

elements such as dipole magnets that are used to steer the beam and quadrupole magnets 

5( 1 + r)/( 1 - r) where r is the “Voltage” reflection coefficient 

, 
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that are used to focus the beam, and of course the drift spaces that connect them. The 

solution of the equations of motion for a single beam line element is expressed as a 

matrix [45,46, 471 such that 

(I)=(: a)($ (2.39) 

as is commonly done in conventional optics [48, 491. Ref [45] gives transfer matrices 

for many commonly used beam line elements. The transfer matrix of cascaded elements 

is then simply obtained through matrix multiplication of the individual elements. Once 

a beam is sufficiently relativistic such that the self-forces can be neglected, we use this 

method to determine how the phase space ellipse (defined in Section 2.4.2 through the 

rms spotsize and angle) of the beam evolves through the system. Appendix B discusses 

the mathematical conventions used for describing such an ellipse. 

2.4 Electron Beam Characterization 

2.4.1 Choice of Coordinate System 
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quadrupoles are upright and most dipoles are oriented such that they bend the beam 

either left-right or up-down. A notable exception to this is in the full cell of the rf gun 

used in this experiment, that is mounted in such a way as the rf-coupling slot, pump-out 

port, and tuners are rotated 45” to the horizontal. This was chosen to allow the laser 

ports in the half cell (these are rotated 45” from the full cell penetrations) to be hori- 

zontal. This significantly eases the laser alignment for grazing incidence illumination 

of the cathode. This coordinate system assumes that the paraxial approximation holds 

(pZ > m) much as one does typically in conventional optics. 

2.4.2 Phase Space and Emittance 

A particle beam can be characterized by its density in the six dimensional phase space 

of position and canonical momentum-(rr,p,, y, pV, 2.7~~). According to Liouville’s 

Theorem, the phase space density of a collection of non-interacting particles is con- 

stant in time if they are described by a time-independent Hamiltonian. i.e. the density 

occupied in phase space is a constant of motion. The normalized emtttance of the sub- 

space, (~,p=). is defined as 

c,,, f r=/lrmc (2.40) 
The natural choice of coordinate system for the photoinjector is a “cartesian” curvilin- 

ear system with the a axis following the nominal particle trajectory and the two trans- 

verse coordinates z and y are used (as opposed to polar coordinates) because dipole, 

quadrupole, and higher order beamline optics do not exhibit azimuthal symmetry. Even 

the rf gun and linac don’t exhibit azimuthal symmetry due to cavity penetrations (rf 

coupling slots, pump out ports, etc.) and thus have non-zero multipole field compo- 

nents (However, the current gun is designed to suppress these modes). Typically, the 

x(y) axis is chosen to be the horizontal (vertical) plane reflecting the fact that most 

Where P is the area the beam occupies in the (5,~~) sub-space, na is the electron’s 

mass, and c is the speed of light. 

Often the emittance is defined in terms of the rms-values. 

(2.41) 

and similarly for y and Z. In the paraxial limit, (p,,,,/p, << l), the transverse emittance _ 
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can be written as 

L;y = -y&/(z2)(s’2) - (xx’)’ ( 

where Z’ is the angle with respect to the r-axis&/p,), and (.z*)(z”) - (s.?)*, is the 

geometrical emittance 

Evidently, the normalized emittance is relatedto the geometrical emittance by 

c”,* = 72 P r$,eom (2.43) 

Unlike geometrical emittance, the normalized emittance is constant even under (uni- 

form) acceleration (technically only the full six-dimensional phase space is constant). 

In fact, uniform longitudinal acceleration dampens the geometrical emittance of the 

beam; it increases p, while keeping pI constant. 

So why define the normalized emittance? Afterall the geometrical emittance is typically 

what is measured, and it is what physically matters at the undulator or interaction point 

in a collider. The answer is simply that different beams at various energies can be 

compared without regard to a particular reference frame. The units of the normalized 

emittance are length, however, units of = mm-mrad will be used which stresses the 

geometrical significance of emittance. 

The number of particles enclosed in c;y depends on the particle beam distribution. If 

the density distribution is Gaussian, for example, then TL,,= rm’ is the area in which 39.3% 

of the beam is enclosed. While, on the other hand, if it is uniform then 78.5% of the 

beam is enclosed. This (as well as a myriad different definitions of emittance) can lead 

to confusion in comparing results. 

In breaking up the phase space into three, two dimensional spaces, it is assumed that 

the there is no correlation between the sub-spaces. This is not necessarily true. In 
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fact, the space-charge and non-linear rf forces on a finite beam are gross violators of 

this assumption as they couple the transverse and longitudinal phase spaces due to the 

longitudinal dependence of the radial fields and vice-versa. In addition, the solenoid 

couples the two transverse phase spaces by imparting a rotation on the beam. Skewed 

quadrupoles also couple the transverse phase space. In fact, the full cell of the gun 

itself mixes the transverse phase spaces as the symmetry of the full cell in the rf gun 

is rotated 45” with respect to the rest of the beam line. Nonetheless, the concepts of 

separate transverse and longitudinal phase spaces are valuable and they will be used 

along with the rms definitions for the emittance for characterizing a beam. 

The (2, z’) phase space, for example, can be described as an ellipse defined by therms 

values of the particles angle and position 

lcd2 + Zaxx’ + 72 = 1 (2.44) 

where a,p, and -r arc known as the Twiss parameters. The three parameters are not 

independent as they satisfy the condition that 0-r - a* = 1. 

It is customary to define a beam ellipse [47,45,46] 

(2.45) 

where c is the geometrical emittance. The (.r, 5’) phase space is then described as an 

ellipse given by the matrix equation, 

The area of the ellipse is given by rrcgeom = x6 such that 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 
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Fig. 2.8 shows such an ellipse and Appendix B describes in more detail the mathematics 

involved in describing such an ellipse. The phase space ellipse transforms as 

LCTLT) (2.48) 

where L is the transformation matrix defined by eq. (2.39). The transformation of the 

phase space ellipse under quadrupole focusing will become the basis of the quadrupole 

scan used to determine the beam emittance (see Section 6.2.2). 

X’ 

0= l/2 arctan(2012/(022-011)) 

Figure 2.8: Phase space ellipse showing the rms beam size and divergence 

The emittance can only be decreased by non-conservative means such as filtering the 

beam at the expense of a loss of particles or through selective acceleration. How- 

ever, the use of solenoidal-emittance-compensation-magnets can align the trans- 

verse phase space areas of various longitudinal segments in a beam with the effect 

of reducing the effective transverse emittance (time integrated or projected emittance) 

of the beam [8]. 

., ,r..l r*..... 
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The emittance represents the volume of particles in phase space but not the number of 

particles. The beam brightness describes a beam in terms of both emittance and particle 

flux. The beam brightness B, is often defined in terms of the emittance and the peak 

current I as 

B,, G 2 
s”*Gl,,Gw 

(2.49) 

Other times an emittance is simply quoted along with the charge of the beam, for ex- 

ample, I n mm-mrad with I nC. 

There are many sources of a finite beam emittance. The ultimate is the quantum limit 

which comes from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Before this limit is reached 

there are many other factors to consider in producing a finite beam emittance. For 

the transverse emittance the mechanisms include the following: The thermal emittance 

comes from transverse momentum imparted the beam due to the excess between the 

photon energy and the work function in the photo-emission process. A finite longitudi- 

nal magnetic field on the cathode imparts an angular momentum that leads to a magnetic 

emittance term. Time dependent rf-focusing at the exit port of the rf gun leads to an rf 

emittance term. Multi-pole asymmetries give rise to transverse electric fields that cause 

an emittance increase. Space-charge causes a transverse emittance growth due to the 

electrostatic repulsion of the beam particles in their rest-frame. In the photocathode 

rf gun the emittance will be dominated by space-charge and non-linear rf forces with 

nearly everything which can be done to mitigate one worsens the other. 

The longitudinal emittance terms include the energy spread of the electrons emitted 

from the cathode that gives rise to a longitudinal thermal emittance. The time dependent 

accelerating gradient gives rise to a (correlated) energy spread that can be made to 

compress the beam while space-charge forces act longitudinally to “blow apart” a beam. 
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2.4.3 Quantum Limit to Emittance 

From the uncertainty principle, a particle’s momentum and position cannot be known 

simultaneously with infinite precision, This leads to the normalized rms emittance of a 

single electron of 

h 
L n,z = - rz 4. lo-I3 m, (2.50) 

mc 

or the Compton wavelength of the electron. For the total 6D phase space the volume is 

given by 

( > 

3 
I-.= J- 

KnzC 

Thus, the minimum phase space volume can be constructed for N,- electrons as 

(2.5 I) 

(2.52) 

where a factor of f has been included to account for the two possible spin orientations 

for the electron (a spin 4 particle). Thus the quantum limited rms emittance is given by, 

(2.53) 

A similar result is given in [SO]. For 1 nC of charge (N- - 6 lo’), the emittance is 

then roughly 6. 10m4rr mm-mrad which is just over 3 orders of magnitude less than the 

LCLS design requirements. 

2.4.4 Transverse Thermal Emittance 

The transverse thermal emittance of the electron beam is defined by the product of the 

uncorrelated transverse momenta of the beam and the spotsize of the emitting area of 
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the cathode. It is essentially Independent of charge and represents effectively the lowest 

achievable emittance directly from the source. In the case of the thermionic gun the 

emittance is determined by the size and the physical temperature of the cathode which 

is on the order of the work function of the cathode. However, in the photocathode gun, 

which is typically operated near room temperature, the physical temperature is quite 

small. The thermal emittance is then dominated by the effective temperature defined 

by the difference of the photon energy and the work function. This is typically on the 

order of a few tenths of an eV compared to room temperature which is about l/40 eV. 

In this section the upper limit on the transverse thermal emittance from a photocathode 

gun is estimated. The formalism is similar to reference [5 I] except most notably for the 

inclusion of the Fermi energy in the calculation. It is assumed that the typical electron 

is excited from the near the Fermi level. Since the temperature is small and the density 

of states is proportional to c ‘1’ this is reasonable. Finally as in Section 2. I .4, inelastic , 

scattering of the electrons in the bulk of the material is ignored. 

Before emission, the energy of an exited electron in the bulk is 6, t fin. Only electrons 

with longitudinal momenta satisfying, 

can escape (where @ is the work function [eq. (2.9)]). The longitudinal momentum in 

the bulk is given by 

p;=l>ros~= J?r,iocos~, (2.55) 

where 0 is the angle of the momenta with respect to the normal to the surface. The 

maximum angle at which an electron can be emitted is given by 
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For tiw =4.7 eV, an applied field of & = 100 MV/m, and a copper cathode with a0 = 

4.5 eV and I, = I eV, 8m.r = 12.9”. 

The rms emittance in I is given by eq. (2.41) 

If the electrons are emitted isotropically and the electron beam is symmetric about its 

mean, then (zp,) = 0. The rms spotsize of the laser is given by D, for a Gaussian and 

r/2 for a uniform pulse, where r is the radius of the spot. The electrons will be emitted 

within a small angle given by eq. (2.56) with transverse momenta pz = psin 0 cos 4, 

where 0 is the angle with respect to the beam axis (z) and 4 is the azimuthal angle. 

Again assuming that they are emitted isotropically, the rms x-momenta is 

($)’ = J,‘” J,B”“(psin ecos+)zsin edodd 

2tCos3emax - 3cosem.x f = ) , (2.57) 

where p = J2m (rW - @) after the particle escapes, The emittance is, then, given by 

For hw = 4.7 eV, E0 = 100 MV/m, and a copper cathode with @o =4.5 eV and 

~1 =7 eV, and o, = 1 mm, t,,, = 0.17 ?r mm-mrad. This will be a factor of two smaller 

if a uniform distribution were used. 

In Section 6. I .2 the QE is measured as a function of the laser-gun phase $0. Because the 

quantum efficiency depends on the electric field through the Schottky effect (eq. (2.13)) 

and the field at the cathode varies as &sin(~&), the QE is measured over a wide range 

by varying the laser injection phase. The data is then fit to obtain the difference between 

the laser energy and the work function from which the thermal emittance (at a particular 

field) is determined from eqs. (2.56) and (2.58). 
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2.4.5 Longitudinal Thermal Emittance and 

Uncorrelated Energy Spread 

Using the same formalism as in Section 2.4.4 for the transverse thermal emittance, the 

longitudinal thermal emittance can be obtained utilizing the spread in the longitudinal 

momenta. Again it is assumed that all of the electrons are excited from the Fermi Level 

and that they do not undergo inelastic scattering in the bulk.The result is 

(2.59) 

where 8,,, is the maximum angle of emission (eq. (2.56)) which depends slowly on the 

difference between the work function and the photon energy. Again for &J = 4.7 eV, 

& = 100 MV/m, and a copper cathode with b. =4.5 eV and e, =7 eV, with o, = 

1.4 mm (10 ps FWHM),e,,, = 0.015 x mm-mrad. This will be a factor of two smaller 

if a uniform longitudinal distribution were used. 

The uncorrelated momentum (energy) spread is likewise given by 

s _ 1 (1 --0~e,d 
(~4 - Jj-, (1 - cos2emm) (2.60) 

This corresponds to 0.7% spread at the gun when 7 = 1 and will decrease as 7-l during 

acceleration. 

In addition to the uncorrelated energy spread there will be a correlated energy spread 

(chirp) due to the time dependence of the acceleration in the cavity and the finite extent 

of the beam. This energy spread leads to ballistic bunch compression (or expansion), or 

can be used in conjunction with future acceleration or magnetic chicanes to compress 

the beam and, if not compensated, can spoil the effective (projected) beam emittance. 
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24.6 Magnetic Emittance 

45 

Because the canonical momentum enters the definition of emittance, if the electron 

beam is emitted from the cathode with non-zero angular momentum (i.e., there exists a 

longitudinal magnetic field at the cathode), there will be a magnetic component to the 

transverse emittance. Thus, the emittance-compensation solenoid (because of its close 

proximity to the cathode see Section 3.1.2) will increase the emittance of the beam if 

the magnetic field at the cathode is not nulled with the use of a bucking coil. 

If the magnetic field on axis at the cathode is given by B,, the magnetic vector potential 

x defined by i = ‘? x A’, is, 

A’ = % (y; - nj) e A,i + A,? 

The x-component of the canonical momentum is 

pz = CA, = e+y 1 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

such that the magnetic contribution to the rms transverse emittance is 

For an excitation current of 

zz gyL2)(gZ) + (XY)’ 
eB, 
2mc 

y for (sy) = 0 (2.63) 

150 A the peak longitudinal field on axis in the solenoid 

te cathode of - 10 gauss. This would lead to a magnetic 

emittance term for a 1 mm Gaussian distribution of 0.29 ?T mm-mrad. Because the 

magnetic emittance term depends on the beam area, the emittance will be reduced by a 

factor of four if a uniform transverse distribution were used. 

is 2.24 kG with a field at tt 
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2.4.7 Multipole Emittance 

Dipole and higher fields in the rf gun can contribute to the transverse emittance of 

the beam by imparting a time-dependent transverse kick to the beam. This matter is 

further complicated since the solenoid field is rotating the beam as it passes through the 

structure. The dipole field is the dominant higher order mode with a value of - 5. low5 

of the TMolo mode for the prototype gun [38]. Ref. [38] gives an expression for the 

emittance term due to the dipole field as (altered to fit our conventions) 

where the solenoidal field has been ignored. From eq. (2.64), the emittance from the 

prototype gun was estimated to be t;!,,,,, Y 0.15 ?r mm-mrad. 

2.4.8 rf Emittance 

The rf emittance due to the time dependence of the exit kick in the gun is calculated 

using the radial kick given in eq. (2.32), with the spotsize at the exit of the gun roughly 

the same as that at the cathode (ignormg space-charge and rf-focusing effects). The 

normalized emittance is again given by eq. (2.41). 

c,,,, = ;JiZYiCGZ > 
where pZ = mcfl, = akz sin 4 (from eq. (2.32)). Therefore, 

c,,, = (zy Jw , (2.65) 

as given in ref [40]. The minimum emittance is therefore at an exit phase of n/2 (as 

expected since the time derivative of the held is zero when 4 = ~/2). Operating away 

- 
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Figure 2.9: Phase space diagram showing emittance increase due to non-linear 
rf kick at the exit of a standing wave accelerator. 

from the minimum gives, 

where we assume that ku, < 1. Fig. 2.9 shows the effect of the time dependent exit 

kick on the (55’) beam phase space. The figure shows a “bow-tie” shaped phase space 

with non-zero area. In the absence of the rf emittance the phase space would be a 

straight line. The emittance increase is correlated and can in principle be removed with 

the correct phasing in future acceleration or in a bunch compressor. For an applied field 

of & = 100 MVlm, a =1.67 and for a Gaussian longitudinal pulse with 0: = 1.4 ps, a 

1 mm transverse Gaussian, and an exit phase of 62”, C, =3.9 = mm-mrad. This will be 

a factor of two smaller if a uniform distribution were used. 

2.4.9 Space-charge Emittance 

The effect of the self-fields (space-charge forces) of the electrons in the bunch can be 

quite destructive to the beam quality especially at low energies. The non-linear space- 

charge forces associated with a realistic beam cause the most damage. As it turns out, 
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the linear space-charge force acts essentially as a defocusing lens that only rotates the 

phase space. 

The space-charge force tends to decrease as l/y2 at high energy because in the rest 

frame the longitudinal beam extent (and thus the density) is decreased by a factor of 

7 and the proper time is decreased by a factor of 7. Another way of saying this is 

that in ihe lab frame the focusing of the self-magnetic field tends to compensate for the 

defocusing of the electric field. 

At relatively low energies, where the aspect ratio (A = ul/ur) of the beam in the rest 

frame is small, the difference in the space-charge forces between the edges of the beam 

and the core will become important. In this regime the reduction of the space-charge 

force will not yet decrease as l/y’. 

In order to reduce the effects of space-charge emittance growth, one accelerates the 

beam rapidly to high energy. However, even with the high gradient photocathode guns 

additional acceleration is necessary and the damage due to the short time the particles 

are non-relativistic can be large. Emittance-compensation solenoids are employed that 

can remove the longitudinal correlation of the transverse emittance for linear forces. 

One therefore tries to produce a beam that minimizes the non-linear forces. One such 

attempt would be to produce a uniform beam in both space and time (although the edges 

of the beam still matter). In addition one wants a very low density pulse which means a 

large laser spot and long pulse length. However, these last two conditions would mean 

an increase in the rf-emittance as well as large energy spread At some point, of course, 

these would also violate both the condition that kr < 1 and that T < I/.f,f. 

Fig. 2. IO shows the (zz’) phase space evolution of a beam under the influence of space- 

charge. The phase space on the left shows the evolution of a beam (with finite emittance 
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shown) under the influence of perfectly linear space-charge forces while the phase space 

in the middle shows different longitudinal slices of the beam revolving at different rates 

leading to an increased projected emittance. Appropriate focusing of the beam could 

lead to the phase space ellipses again overlapping. In the non-linear case (on the right) 

there is no-longer just a rotation of the beam ellipse as it evolves but a distortion that 

manifests itself in a larger “effective” phase space volume. 

linear non-linear longiludinal non-linear transverse 

Figure 2.10: Phase space evolution under (from left to right) linear, non- 
linear longitudinal and non-linear transverse forces) and transverse 
forces. The dotted line represents the initial phase space 

The results derived in [40] are used to estimate the effect of space-charge on the beam 

emittance for both a Gaussian and uniform beam. Here the space-charge emittance 

term is given as 

(2.67) 

where z; is either the transverse or longitudinal coordinate, 14 = 4rrcarnca/e N 17 kA 

is the AIfvCn current, and pz, is a geometric form factor for the beam. For a Gaussian 

bunch, with aspect ratio A in the rest frame, the form factors become 

1 
PI = ___ 34 + 5 

(2.68) 

1.1 
Pz = 1 + 4.5A + 2.9Az 

(2.69) 

The form factors for a uniform distribution are also given in [40]. For an aspect ratio 

of I (for example a 1 mm beam with 7 ps FWHM pulse width) gz z pz N 0.125 for a 

Gaussian while for a uniform distribution this is reduced approximately a factor of 4 to 

PC = 112 zz 0.03 (see 1401). This is consistent with PARMELA[52] simulations which 

seem to show approximately a factor of two reduction of the emittance when replacing 

a Gaussian distribution with a uniform one in each of the longitudinal and transverse 

dimensions [53]. For an applied field of& = 100 MV/m. a = I .67 and for a Gaussian 

longitudinal pulse with o, =I.4 ps, a I mm transverse Gaussian, a peak current of 

100 A (1 nC, IO ps). and an initial phase of 50”, c, =8.6 71 mm-mrad. This will be a 

factor of two smaller if a uniform distribution were used. 

2.4.10 Transverse Emittance Summary and Estimates 

From the preceding discussions the various contributions to the transverse beam emit- 

tame are tabulated along with estimates for typical beam parameters for the I .6 cell 

photocathode rf gun used in this thesis. Table 2.3 gives the relevant parameters, while 

Table 2.4 gives the scaling laws and emittance estimates. Each term and all symbols 

are defined in the text and assume no correlation between terms. 

With the exception of the space-charge term all of the terms lead to smaller emittances 

when smaller beam dimensions are used. The space-charge and non-linear rf terms are 

the dominant sources of emittance. It can be seen for a fixed charge almost everything 

that can be done to mitigate one increases the other with two exceptions; one, by chang- 

ing the beam distribution from Gaussian to Uniform, one can improve each emittance 

contribution, and two, by running closer to crest in the gun both the space-charge term 

will decreases (as the beam sees a higher field in the half cell) and the non-linear rf ef- 
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Table 2.3: Parameters used for emittance estimates. Table 2.4: Emittance scaling and estimates for conditions given in Table 2.3 

fects decreases (as the beam exits closer to 4 = n/2). However, both the space-charge 

and non-linear rf terms are correlated, and each can in principle be removed either with 

the solenoid (for linear correlations) or with appropriate phase and gradient in the linac. 

The thermal, and magnetic term are small compared to the other terms but suffer from 

the fact that they are uncorrelated. In addition, the effects of small scale enhancements 

on the thermal emittance could potentially be devastating but were ignored here. The 

extent of the effect of the multipole contribution for an improperly symmetrized cavity 

is given in [54] and was not explored here. Simulations show that for a I nC charge, a 

9 ps Gaussian temporal and 1.4 mm flZ,v transverse electron beam with a peak electric 

field of 110 MV/m, a injection phase of da =50”, and 10” ahead of crest in the linac 

(10 MV/m), gives 7.6 rr mm-mrad [55] for an emittance-compensation solenoid field 

of 2.1 kG. 

emittance term scaling c,,~,,,, I TT mm-mradl 

space-charge = iczkp~ 8.6’,b 

non-linear rf cx &&, CDS &,, 3.9b.c 

thermal I o:czm I 0.17” I 

magnetic lx Rff,c7, 0.29’ 

multipole 0: n,o: s %dz 0.1 S”.b.” 

* This will be reduced by a factor of 2 for replacing a Gaussian with a uniform 
transverse distribution. 
b This will be reduced by a factor of 2 for replacing a Gaussian with a uniform 
longitudinal distribution. 
c This will be reduced by a factor of 4 by replacing a Gaussian with a uniform 
transverse distribution. 
d from reference ]38] 

space-charge term and -0.3 T mm-mrad for the rf term. Simulations show that running 

the gun with similar conditions and 7 MVlm in the linac can achieve I rr mm-mrad (see 

Ref. 1561). 

Scaling the emittances above for higher gradient (a = 2.3), and uniform longitudinal 

and temporal profiles, and phases approaching n/2 will give -I .2 T mm-mrad for the 
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3.1 Electron Beam Line 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the Gun Test Facility beam line 

The GTF electron beam line consists of a 1.6 cell photocathode rf gun, a -2 kG 

emittance-compensation solenoid, a 3 m  SLAC S-band linac section, as well as electron 

beam diagnostics. The diagnostics include instrumentation for measuring the geomet- 

ric remittance, beam profile, beam charge, beam spectrum, and bunch length (Fig. 3. I). 

Because of the large amount of ionizing radiation typically present with a high energy 

accelerator, the entire beamline is shielded in a concrete bunker. Fig. 3.2 shows the lay- 

out of the Gun Test Facility which shares the enclosure with the injector for the Stanford 

Synchrotron Radiation Lab’s synchrotron light source-SPEAR. The Klystrons are la- 

beled KI and K3 for the gun and linac klystron respectively (K2 is for the SPEAR 

_ . 
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Figure 3.2: Plan view of the SLAC Gun Test Facility 

injector), and the Modulators are labeled Mod 1 and Mod 3. Also shown is the laser 

room and the control room. 

3.1.1 Photocathode rf Gun 

The electron source (photocathode rf gun) for the photo-injector is a standing wave 

room temperature copper structure consisting of two coupled rf cavities. It was de- 

signed to achieve peak electric fields on axis of - 100 - 140 MV/m. A schematic of 

the gun is shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, The two schematics are rotated 45” with respect 

to one another to show the different cavity penetrations. Details about the design, con- 

struction and measurements on the prototype gun can be found in [38]. The gun used at 

the GTF is essentially the electrical equivalent of the prototype with small mechanical 

differences relating to the vacuum and rf joints and in the heat removal. 
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Laser Port Eh I 

Electron 
Beam Exit 

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the I .6 cell photocathode gun showing symmetric laser 
ports in the “half cell”. 

The photocathode is copper and makes up the entire back wall of the gun as shown in 

Fig. 3.4. In this manner, the rf joint between the cathode and the rest of the gun has 

been moved to the outer walls of the gun where the electric fields are small. However, 

the outer walls are a region of high magnetic field such that a good rf connection is 

required because of the large surface currents. Cathode joints are notorious sites for rf 

breakdowns, and moving the cathode joint out to an area of low field enables higher 

fields to be stored in the gun. 

The laser is Incident on the cathode either at near normal incidence as shown in Fig. 3.5 

or at near grazing incidence (-72”) through one of the laser ports in the “half cell”. 

For most of the data presented here, normal incidence was used. Grazing incidence 

has the advantage that higher quantum efficiencies can be obtained, but requires cor- 

rections on the laser pulse for both a time shear in the amplitude front and ellipticity 

(see Appendix D). 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the 1.6 cell photocathode gun showing waveguide feed 
and symmetric pump-our port. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the normal incidence geometry 

The accelerating mode of the gun is resonant at 2856 MHz (X - 10 cm) which sets the 

overall scale of the structure. The first cavity is approximately 0.6 of an rf cell in length 

(where a cell is l/2 of the microwave wavelength) while the second cavity is a full cell. 

The additional length of the “half cell” is included to provide improved rf-focusing 

during the transit time of the beam in the “half cell” [57] and requires that the resonant 

mode will consist not only of the TM 0~0 mode, but will also include higher spatial 

harmonics along the cavity axis. The cavity design is symmetric with respect to all of 

the cavity penetrations which reduces the contribution of dipole and other undesirable 

higher order modes in the cavity [38]. 

Power is fed through a waveguide feed in the full cell while a 30 I/s ion pump provides 

pumping through the waveguide feed. A symmetric port opposite of the waveguide 

feed is used as a pumping port from which a second 30 I/s pump provides additional 

pumping. A vacuum of about 5 10-l’ Torr is maintained when rf power is not present 

and about 3 10e9 Torr during operation In addition to the pump, a capacitive pickup 

sits outside the gun in the pump-out port. The pickup is used to monitor the power in 

the gun. Power is coupled to the “half cell” through the beam iris separating the two 

cells. Because the system is coupled there will be two (lowest order) resonant modes in 
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the gun: the rr mode where the electric field makes a s phase shift between cells and the 

0 mode where there is no phase shift between cells. The desired mode for acceleration 

is the rr mode, and thus, the gun is designed to have the K mode resonance coincide 

with the rf source. The 0 mode is avoided solely by a relatively large separation in the 

two resonances. 

The tuning of the individual cavity frequencies is accomplished mechanically in the 

“half cell” by pushing on the cathode and with tuning shorts in the full cell. The fields 

are balanced (the peak field in the “half cell” is equal to the peak field in the full cell) 

by mapping the longitudinal field using a dielectric bead pull technique [58]. This 

occurs close to where the mode separation is minimum (technically this is where there 

are equal stored powers) [38]. The mode separation was measured to be 3.56 MHz 

using a network analyzer [59]. Small tuning in the resonance frequencies is obtained 

by changing the temperature of the cavities (and thus the dimensions) through water 

channels in the gun. The frequency shift due to temperature tuning is about 50 kHz 

per degree C for both modes [60]. In fact, the difference in the rf wavelength between 

room temperature at atmospheric pressure and vacuum require that the gun be heated 

to approximately 40°C for high power operation at the same resonance frequency. The 

water also serves to regulate the temperature of the gun. 

3.1.2 Solenoid 

A emittance-compensation solenoid sits immediately downstream of the rf gun. A 

detailed account of the simulation and design of the prototype magnet (in use at BNL) 

is given in [38]. The magnet is constructed out of eight copper “pancake” coils and uses 

1006 steel flux returns and field straighteners to minimize dipole field contributions 

(from the current leads and coil crossovers). The flux return also minimizes the field on 

axis at the cathode. The magnet is 20 cm in length and has a bore approximately 7 cm 

in diameter. 

Solenoidal focusing is second order in the field, and is always focusing. It results 

from the angular velocity imparted to the particles in the beam from the fringe field 

at the entrance, and the resulting radial kick imparted by the longitudinal field in the 

magnet. The angular kick from the exiting fringe field will then remove the angular 

momentum imparted on the mput if the beam energy is constant through the length 

of the solenoid. Section 2.4.6 discusses the effects of having a non-zero field at the 

cathode. Reference [4l] gives, for the strength of the focusing, 

which includes the effect of acceleration inside the solenoidal field. The beam as a 

whole will rotate about the solenoid axis; the rotation of the beam through the solenoid 

was -90” for the typical experimental conditions. 

Because the focusing depends on the fringe fields of the magnet, there will be an overall 

dipole kick to the beam if it traverses the magnet off center. The alignment of the gun 

to the solenoid was achieved mechanically. The mechanical centers of the two being 

within a few thousands of an inch from one another. In addition the gun body and the 

face of the solenoid are parallel to within about one mrad. Assuming that the electric 

axis of the gun and the magnetic axis of the solenoid coincide, the dipole kick can be 

used as a means of aligning the laser to the center of the cathode (see Section 6.1.1). In 

reality the laser was aligned to the axis defined by the combination of the solenoid and 

the gun. 

The solenoid magnetic field was mapped for longitudinal and radial tields as a function 
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Figure 3.6: Magnetic field map (longitudinal and radial on axis) of the solenoid 
at an excitation current of 150 A. 

of excitation current and on axis z position, for fields on axis, + = y = 0, and offsets 

of f5 mm in the 5 and y axis. The hysteresis was also measured. Measurements 

were performed by the SLAC magnetic measurements group using a Hall-effect probe. 

Fig. 3.6 shows the longitudinal (B,) and radial (B,) magnetic field of the solenoid on 

axis for 150 A. The cathode sits at z = -0.2 m. At 150 A The maximum longitudinal 

field is 0.224 T with a field at the cathode of 0.001 T (10 Gauss). The maximum radial 

field is 3.6.1V3 T (36 Gauss). Because of the relatively low field at the cathode it was 

determined that the use of a bucking magnet to try and zero the cathode field was not 

necessary (see Section 2.4.6). 

Fig. 3.7 shows the longitudinal field on axis at z = 0 versus excitation current and 

shows no sign of saturation for currents up to 220 A (-3.3 kG). The data were taken for 

IO cycles of the current and Fig. 3.8 shows that hysteresis in the magnet is negligible. 
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Figure 3.7: Longitudinal field on axis as a function of solenoid excitation 
current. 
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Figure 3.6: Hysteresis in the longitudinal field of the solenoid on axis. 
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3.1.3 Linac 

The linac is a 3 m SLAC style traveling wave structure [6l]. The structure is disk 

loaded to slow the phase-velocity down to the speed of light, such that a relativistic 

beam will stay in phase with the rf and can experience (essentially) the maximum net 

acceleration. However, the disk loading also slows down the energy transfer through 

the structure resulting in a group velocity less than the speed of light. About -70% of 

the input power to the linac is lost on the walls of the structure. Because of this the 

size of the irises changes along the structure such that there is a constant accelerating 

gradient throughout the stmcture. 

As was the case in the rf gun the input and output irises cause a radial kick on the beam 

(see Section 2.2.2). For phases appropriate for acceleration the input kick is focusing 

and the output kick is defocusing. At high energies, when the energy gain is small 

compared to the initial energy, the kicks are essentially compensating. However, in 

our case the opposite occurs: the energy gained in acceleration is much larger than 

the input energy the defocusing kick on the exit does not completely compensate the 

focusing kick on the entrance to the linac. The net result is a (time dependent) focusing 

of the beam that plays an important role in the emittance-compensation process [62]. 

The linac is fed power through a waveguide feed in the side of the first cell, and has a 

symmetric feed at the exit that is connected to a water cooled load. Because the feed 

breaks the cylindrical symmetry of the accelerator, it introduces higher order modes 

into the structure that are predominantly dipole. Unlike the rf gun the waveguide feed 

is not symmetrized and thus the dipole mode is not suppressed. The beam receives a 

transverse kick (horizontal) as it enters and exits the linac. At high energies this kick 

is essentially compensated, as in the focusing case, since the energy gain through the 
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structure is small compared to the total energy. However, in our case the input energy 

is -5 MeV and the output is -35 MeV and the net kick can be substantial. Dipole 

magnets at the input and output of the linac are typically used to reduce the effects of 

this kick. However, because physical constraints (the input and output coupler) require 

the magnets be place approximately I foot from the input (output), the input beam to 

the linac needs to be pre-kicked in order to travel parallel and centered in the linac. No 

diagnostics were in place to measure the beam positioning in the linac (Beam position 

monitors are typically used). A combination of steering magnets in the low energy 

beam line and the dipole magnets on the entrance and exit of the linac were used to 

try and “cleanly” steer the beam through the linac; however, the method was quite 

subjective. Higher order mode analysis of the modes excited by the electron beam in 

passing through the cavity is perhaps the best method for steering the beam through the 

linac [63]. 

The electric field and thus the accelerating gradient in the linac depends on the power 

input to the linac and on the shunt impedance. For a SLAC 3m structure, the energy 

gain (for an electron on crest) is given by approximately E[MeV] = 1Odm 164). 

Fig. 3.9 shows the power input to the linac, rhe power output to the load, as well as 

the capacitive probe in the gun for timing reference. The average group velocity is 

roughly 0.01~ as deduced from the time delay between the input power and the load 

power (3 m/ 1~1s). In addition, the -70% loss in the power as the wave traverses the 

structure can be seen. In Fig. 3.9 the linac klystron’s PFN is triggered at the same time 

as the gun’s The electron beam, which is launched at the peak of the power in the gun, 

will arrive at the linac just after the power in the front of the linac begins to decay. This 

is due to the fact that the Qof the linac is considerably lower than the Qof the gun (i.e. 

the fill t ime is much shorter) and the PFN pulse is relatively short (-2.5 ps). Because 
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Figure 3.9: rf power in linac and load (with gun power for reference) before 
PFN delay. 

there are separate klystrons for the gun and linac, it was easier to delay the PFN pulse 

from the linac klystron than it was to lengthen the pulse of the PM. Fig. 3.10 shows 

the same rf waveforms as Fig. 3.9 when the linac PFN is delayed N I CLS. In this case 

the delay is almost too much: the electron pulse arrives in the front of the linac before 

the power decays, but it arrives at the end of the linac almost before it fills. The delay 

was optimized by maximizing the beam energy out of the linac. 

3.1.4 Quadrupoles 

Quadrupole magnets (quads) are used for focusing charged particle beams (see for ex- 

ample [47,46]). A perfect quadrupole will have pole faces shaped like hyperbolas such 

that the scalar magnetic potential is described by ‘Zm = &sy/ra, where & is the field 

at the pole tips (which for an electro-magnetic quad will depend on the excitation cur- 
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Figure 3.10: rf Power in linac and load (with gun power for reference) after 
PFN delay. 

rent) and r. is the minimum distance of the pole tips to the center. The magnetic field 

from an upright quad (pole tips at 4.5 degrees) is then given by 

8, = Ea$ ,and (3.2) 

When combined with the Lorentz force law, this leads to the 2 equations of motion: 

2” 5 Ii’s = 0 , and (3.4) 

y” e Ii2y = 0 , (3.5) 

where Ii* = fi (where p is the particles momentum and Q is the charge). The solution ‘OP 

to the above equations gives one focusing and one defocusing plane for the quadrupole. 

For a quadrupole with an effective magnetic length l,ff the solutions to the equations 
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of motion can be written as the transfer matrix (see Section 2.3), 

cos Kl,ff &sin Kf,ff 

-Ii sin lil,ff cos Kl,ff 

for the focusing plane and 

cash Kleff 

i ’ 

-$ sinh Kl,ff 

I< sinh h 1,,, cash Kleff 

for the defocusing plane [45]. Or in the thin lens approximation. 

1 0 ( I> -j 1 

1 0 

i i +1 ’ 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where I/f = Kzfeff is the focal length. 

While one quadrupole is focusing in one plane and defocusing in the other, a combi- 

nation of 2 quadrupoles (rotated 90” and separated by a short distance) can be used to 

focus the beam in both planes. Such a quadrupole doublet is used to focus the beam 

after the linac. The location of the quadmpole doublet can be seen in Fig. 3. I. By vary- 

ing the excitation current in one of the quadnrpoles, the effective focal length is varied 

(and thus the spot size of the beam on a screen down stream of the quads is also varied). 

This will be the basis of a quadrupole scan and is used to measure the emittance of the 

beam as reported in Section 6.2. 

Because the focusing strength is momentum dependent the quadrupole is not, by nature, 

an achromatic lens; however, because our energy spread is small, SE/E < lo-*, this 

results in a small aberration and is neglected. 
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3.1.5 BeamLine Diagnostics 

Beam Profile Monitors 

Profile screens are perhaps the most important diagnostic of the electron beam. A typ- 

ical screen consists of a phosphorescent material that emits visible light when struck 

by an electron beam (like the phosphor on an analog oscilloscope or CRT based televi- 

sion). The fluorescence is then imaged onto a video camera and the physical beam can 

be seen and the beam spotsize and relative position can be determined. 

The beamline has five phosphor screens as seen in Fig. 3.1: two screens between the 

solenoid and the linac, two screens between the tinac and the the spectrometer mag- 

net, and one screen after the spectrometer magnet. The phosphor screen material was 

SLAGchromate [65] which is very robust and quite linear. Because the screen inter- 

cepts the beam, the measurement is typically destructive to the beam. Therefore all 

of our phosphor screen were removable from the beam tine. The tow energy phos- 

phor screens are oriented normal to the beam and the light is refiected off a 45” mirror 

through a vacuum window to a camera while the high energy screens are rotated 45” in 

the vertical plane and viewed directly through a vacuum window. 

In addition, to the phosphor screens fluorescence from a YAG screen after the linac 

could be used. The YAG screen has the advantage that it has a very high dynamic 

range and produces considerable amounts of light as compared to a standard phosphor 

screen [66]; however, the combination of the thickness of the screen and the 45” angle 

made the resolution (in the vertical plane) poorer than the smallest spots during a typical 

emittance measurement and thus the YAG screen was not used. 

A transition radiator which consisted of a piece of Aluminum for1 can also be used as 
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a beam profile screen. It has the advantage that the emission is prompt and is planned 

for use in time resolved emittance measurements using a streak camera (as was done 

in [67]). Other time resolved measurements have used Thomson scattering of a short 

laser pulse [68], or a combination of chirping and filtering the beam [69]. 

Finally a wire scanner after the quadrupole dbublet can be used to measure the beam 

spot size. The resolution can be made better than the typical phosphor screen/camera 

combination; however, since this requires scanning a wire across the beam, it is not a 

single shot measurement, and this method was not used. 

Faraday Cups 

Faraday cups can be used to directly measure beam charge. A simple Faraday cup 

consists of a block of metal insulated from the beam line. It is a capacitor which charges 

up with the beam current. The Faraday cup is discharged through a known resistance 

to ground, and the signal is integrated to yield the beam charge, 

Q=/;dt. (3.10) 

The GTF beamline contains three Faraday cups for measuring the beam charge. There 

is a Faraday cup at the end of the beamline after the spectrometer magnet (FC3) which 

is a copper block with re-entrant design, and two Faraday cups in the low energy section 

(FCI and FCZ) which can be remotely inserted or removed from the beam (Fig. 3.1). 

FCl and FC2 further also serve as beam profile monitors in the low energy beam- 

line [70]. The cups consist of a SLAC chromate screen at normal incidence with a 

stainless steel Faraday cup polished at a 45” angle. The Faraday cup doubles as a mir- 

ror to reflect the light from the phosphor screen through a vacuum window mounted on 

one flange of a four-way cross to a video-camera for beam viewing. 
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The Faraday cup signal is connected through a vacuum feed-through to a -100 ft RG- 

223 coaxial cable to the GTF control room for readout on an oscilloscope. The ca- 

pacitance of the Faraday cups is estimated to be a few pF such that, when combined 

with the low resistance connection to the cable, the signal contains considerable high 

frequency components. Large dielectric losses in the cable for high frequencies con- 

tribute to an error in measuring the beam charge. For this reason, a low pass filter is 

installed after the cup (-50 MHz) to ensure that an accurate charge measurement is 

made (see Fig. 3.1 I). Since there is no direct path to ground except through the 50 R 

input impedance of the scope all of the charge (collected by the cup) is seen by the 

scope-i.e., the correct charge is measured. In practice the 20 MHz low pass filter of 

the scope was also used to minimize overshoot. 

In order to determine if the cups are collecting all of the charge, the range. of the 

electrons in the Faraday cup is eshmated. Feather’s expression [32] gives the range in 

g/cm2 of aluminum, 

R = 0.543E - 0.160 E > O.SMeV, (3.1 I) 

which is valid for ranges much less than the radiation length (i.e., for low enough energy 

particles). A 6 MeV electron would travel only -1.1 cm m Aluminum (density = 2.7 

g/cm”) compared to its radiation length of 24 g/cm’ or 8.9 cm [7 I] and the thickness 

at the center of the Faraday cup of -1.6 cm. Because the Faraday cups are made 

primarily of iron (which has a density of -8 g/cm3), their range will be even shorter, 

and the collection efficiency is essentially a 100% This was confirmed experimentally 

by looking at the signal from the downstream Faraday cup (FC2) while the upstream 

cup (FCI) intercepted the beam. 

The “pop-in” Faraday cups were used extensively in characterizing the gun before ac- 
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Figure 3.11: Faraday cup connection: circuit equivalent. 
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of a beam toroid 

celeration; however, for emittance measurements (after acceleration) a toroid, or the 

laser energy, was used for a beam charge monitor, since the high energy beam profile 

screens prevented the use of FC3. 

Toroids 

For non-destructive beam charge measurements toroids (Fast current transformers) are 

often used. A typical toroid design consists of a ceramic break in the beam line (to 

interrupt the image current) surrounded by a Ferrite toroid with a number of turns of 

conductor wrapped around it. Fig. 3.12 shows a schematic of a beam toroid. The toroid 

acts as a transformer with the beam serving as the primary. An electrostatic shield 

encloses the toroid which has the effect of both shielding the toroid from external noise 

and producing a low Q cavity. The toroid is essentially a Voltage source while the 

Faraday cup is a current source. This means that care must be taken in interpreting the 

toroid signal. For example, the calibration will change with different bandpass filters 

or even cables. The toroids can also exhibit saturation effects due to the ferrite. The 

saturation level will be lowered in the presence of DC field (for example from being 

located too close to the solenoid or a quad). 

A number of different Toroids were used at the GTF; their locations are shown in 

Fig. 3.1. Three SSRL style toroids were used as average current monitors for ionizing 

radiation safety considerations (ACM l-3) and two diagnostic toroids-one located 

in the low energy beam line [72] and the other in the high energy line [73]. Due to 

observed saturation characteristics with bunch length, the toroids were typically only 

used as a current monitor when non-destructive means (a Faraday cup) could not be 

employed. 
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4.1 Gun Drive Laser Requirements 

The requirements on the drive laser for the photoinjector [741 are determined primarily 

by the frequency of the rf gun, the cathode material and the desired pulse structure 

(single pulse for the LCLS) and repetition rate of the machine. 

The laser pulse must be short compared to the rf period such that the beam exits the 

gun with a well defined energy. The rf period for the accelerating frequency is ap- 

proximately 350 ps with electrons being able to gain enough energy to escape the gun 

during approximately 90 ps. However, due to the low energy spread requirements a 

laser pulse on the order of 10 ps is desired. The actual pulse length will be a trade off 

between long pulses for lower beam densities (and thus a smaller space-charge force) 

and short pulses for smaller non-linear rf forces. The laser should, in fact, be capable 

of producing considerably shorter pulses in order to be able to control the longitudi- 

nal prolile of the bunch (through the longitudinal shaping of the laser pulse). The rf 

period also sets the time scale for the relative timing jitter between the laser and the 

rf. The jitter should be less than the pulse length to keep the shot to shot energy jitter 

and energy spread low. Because the LCLS utilizes bunch compression, the correlated 

energy spread (chirp) must be constant in order to keep the bunch length constant at the 

undulator. This puts an even tighter requirement on the timing jitter. 

Finally, the rf frequency determines the physical dimensions of the laser. The longi- 

tudinal electric field must be independent of the radial position across the laser spot. 

Again there is a trade off between the beam density and the non-linear rf forces. For 

the S-band gun the spotsize should be on the order of one millimeter in radius. All of 

these requirements will scale inversely with the wavelength of the rf source. 

The work function of the photocathode determines the frequency (wavelength) of the 
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laser. The laser photons must have suflicient energy to liberate the electrons from the 

cathode; however, not so much that the uncorrelated energy spread (thermal emittance) 

becomes too large. For most metals the work function requires UV photons. The 

quantum efficiency of the cathode will then determine the number of laser photons 

required to produce the desired charge. The quantum efficiency of metals is typically 

poor and depends greatly on the cathode preparation technique and cleanliness. For a 

copper cathode, the quantum efficiency is seldom better than 5. 10M5 electrons/photon 

for X -250 nm and the harsh environment of an rf gun. This requires approximately 

0.1 mJ of laser energy to produce 1 nC of charge. In addition contingency for lower 

quantum efficiencies, transport losses, and losses due to transverse and longitudinal 

pulse shaping result in a requirement for considerably more laser energy. 

The final requirement in determining the appropriate laser system is the repetition rate. 

This sets the average power required from the laser system as well as the heat removal 

requirements. Thermal properties of different laser materials vary greatly. The repeti- 

tion rate of the Klystrons at the GTF is IO Hz (set mainly by the modulator capabilities) 

which is much less than design rep-rate of 120 Hz for the LCLS. Consequently the GTF 

can utilize a laser with poorer thermal properties than the LCLS laser. 

A frequency quadrupled chirped pulse amplification Nd:glass laser system was chosen 

for the GTF. Glass lasers have large energy storage capabilities and large bandwidths, 

however suffer from poor thermal properties [75]. A simple flashlamp pumped regener- 

ative amplifier can produce several mJ of X -1054 nm light with enough bandwidth to 

support 0.5 ps pulses at a rep-rate of a few Hz. High quality non-linear optical crystals 

can then frequency quadruple the laser with overall efficiencies of about 25%. In this 

chapter we discuss the laser system which was constructed and used for the measure- 

ments reported in the thisis. 

Table 4.1: Laser parameters. 

I .054 /drn quadrupled (0.263 pm) :I 
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the gun drive laser. 
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Fig. 4.1 shows a block diagram of the GTF photocathode drive laser. The items in 

parentheses are components that are only used for pulse shaping or grazing incidence. 

The front end consists of a passively mode-locked, diode pumped, Nd:glass oscillator 

that produces -200 fs transform limited pulses at 80 mW. The repetition rate of the 

oscillator is set by the cavity length and is roughly 1 I9 MHz. This is the 241h sub- 

harmonic of the accelerating rf. The synchronization between the laser and the rf gun 

is then achieved by using a slow photo-diode (- 120 MHz) to sample the pulse train 

from the laser oscillator and frequency multiplying the signal in a phase-locked multi- 

plier [76] to generate the 2856 MHz master rf as described in Chapter 5. 

The pulse train from the oscillator is chirped to -270 ps/nm (up to 5 nm bandwidth) 

in a grating pair expander (to avoid non-linear effects in the amplifier), and then a 

single pulse is selected at 1.25 or 2.5 Hz for amplification in a Nd:glass regenerative 

amplifier. The amplified -3 mJ, 1054 nm pulse is compressed to as short a pulse as 

-I ps (FWHM) using agrating pair with theoppositechirp of the expander. The pulse is 

frequency doubled and quadrupled in a IO mm long KD*P and 5 mm long BBO crystal 

respectively to generate as much as -500 PJ of 263 nm light (-4.7 eV photons). The 

UV pulse length is as short as -4 ps FWHM, and the pulse is typically imaged onto 

the cathode at near normal incidence using an 8 m 1: 1 telescope. Grazing incidence 

is also possible (and was used for the cleaning of the cathode) and requires additional 

correction optics for electron beam production (see Appendix D). Transverse shaping 

is accomplished by imaging an aperture, after the quadrupling crystal, onto the cathode. 

Table 4. I gives typical achieved parameters of the laser system. The remainder of this 

chapter describes the laser system in more detail. 

4.2 Chirped Pulse Amplification 

The laser system is based on the technique of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [29]. 

The laser required to drive the photocathode gun has a peak power on the order of I GW 

and intensities on the order of tens of GW/cm’. These intensities are high enough that 

non-linear propagation effects occur in most materials. These effects can cause phase 

front distortion which lead to self-focusing, self-diffraction and other adverse effects on 

the beam, and at the very least provide a non-linear chirp (self phase modulation) which 

increases the pulse length (and increases the bandwidth) above the normal lengthening 

due to the linear dispersion (group velocity dispersion) of the material. These effects 

are most prominent during the amplification process where a large effective length of 

material is traversed (in our amplifierthe total length traversed through thegain medium 

is approximately 40 meters). In CPA a frequency chirp (correlation between frequency 

and time) is imparted on the pulse to expand the pulse before amplification. This chirp 

is achieved by using a dispersive element such as a prism, optical fiber, or a diffrac- 

tion grating. In this manner intensities are kept low during the amplification process. 

After amplification the pulse is then recompressed by imposing the opposite chirp on 

the beam. The beam should initially be chirped such that the total non-linear phase 

variations of the beam (the B-integral [48]) is roughly less than 2rr. 

4.3 Oscillator 

The laser oscillator used at the GTF for most of the data presented in this thesis is a cw 

diode pumped Nd:glass oscillator [77]. The oscillator is passively mode-locked using 

a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) [78]. Because the oscillator is 
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passively mode-locked, the repetition rate is determined by the cavny length and was 

set ‘to -I 19 MHz (the 241h subharmonic of the 2856 MHz accelerator rf) for laser/rf 

timing. 

The wavelength of the oscillator was tuned slightly off its gain center (I .06/rm) to match 

the gain center of the regenerative amphtier (-1.054 pm) by use of an intra-cavity slit 

placed in the dispersion section between two group velocity dispersion (GVD) com- 

pensation prisms. These same prisms were adjusted to produce 5.7 nm bandwidth 

pulses. The pulse width was measured on a scanning autocorrelator [79, 801 to be 

230 fs (which is approximately the bandwidth limited pulse width assuming a hyper- 

+ bolic secant squared pulse [200 fs]). 

The output of the oscillator is -80 mW (-700 pYpulse) and was stable to < I % pp. 

A Gallilean telescope after the oscillator is used to set the spot size (-2 mm I/e’) and 

the collimation for injection into the expansion stage. 

4.4 Pulse Expansion Stage 

After the oscillator the pulse is temporally expanded in agrating pair expansion stage [81]. 

The geometry of the expander is shown in Fig. C.2. Appendix C calculates the chirp 

from the geometry used and discusses the design parameters. The chirp from the ex- 

pansion stage is set at -270 ps/nm and the bandwidth acceptance due to the finite size 

of the second grating is 5 nm causing some energy loss, However, due to significant 

gain narrowing in the amplifier (60 round trips through the gain media), the clipping is 

not a limiting factor in the final bandwidth of the amplified pulse. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the regenerative amplifier and injection stage 

4.5 Regenerative Amplifier 

After expansion, a single -0.5 nJ pulse of the 119 MHz pulse train is selected by 

a Pockels’ cell (switched to X/Z retardation) and a polarizer to seed the regenerative 

amplifier (regen) see Fig. 4.2. The regen uses a flash lamp pumped l/4” diameter 6” 

long Nd:glass rod inside a half-symmetric resonator cavity. No mode matching of the 

oscillator to the regen is used. This makes the regen less sensitive to pointing jitter on 

the injection, but requires more power from the oscillator. 

The cavity is Q-switched by use of a Pockels’ cell. X/4 plate, and thin fihn polarizer 

(Brewster plate). The Pockels’ cell is aligned so that there is no retardation along the 

cavity axis when no Voltage is applied. The Q of the cavity is intentionally spoiled 

by rotating the polarization 90” on each pass, (by use of the X/4 plate and curved 

mirror), until a suitable population inversion is produced inside the rod. This is timed 

to coincide with the seed pulse that is injected into the cavity by reflection off the (intra- 

cavity) Brewster plate. The pulse is then trapped in the cavity by stepping the Q-switch 

Pockets’ cell to X/4 retardation. 
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500 ns span, 850 ns delay 500 ns span, LOO ns delav 

Figure 4.3: The Q-switch pulse inside the regen both with and without an 
injected pulse from the oscillator. 

After approximately 60 passes, the seed pulse is amplified to -3 mJ and the Q of the 

cavity is again spoiled, by stepping the Pockels’ cell to X/2 wave retardation, in order 

to “kick” the amplified pulse out of the regen. The amplified pulse is then switched out 

of the cavity off the Brewster plate. It travels along the same optical path as the input 

until it is picked off by another Brewster plate on the injection side of the injection 

Pockels’ cell (which is now off: i.e. no retardation). A Faraday Isolator is also used 

before the injection Pockels’ cell to avoid coupling any of the amplified pulse back into 

the oscillator. In addition, a X/2 plate on the injection side of the isolator provides 

control of the amount of light injected into the regen 

The round trip time in the regen is - 12 ns as opposed to the 8.4 ns separation in the 

oscillator pulse train to aid in the system timing. A -GHzphotodiode can easily resolve 

this difference, and one samples the pulse in the regen for use in setting the Pockels’ cell 

timing (injection,Q-switch, and switch-out). Fig. 4.3 shows the regen pulse Q-switched 

with and without an injected pulse from the oscillator. The trace on the left is the Q- 

switched pulse and the trace on the right is with the injected pulse being amplified. The 

horizontal span is 500 ns and the Q-switched pulse is delayed 250 ns. In the injected 

case the pulse would normally be switched out of the cavity when it reaches saturation. 

Also the vertical gain on the Q-switched pulse is four times that of the injected pulse 
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switched out ASE (no injection) 
vertical gain x50 

Figure 4.4: Regen contrast ratio. Top: The switched out pulse from the regen 
expanded and normal scale. Bottom: The switched out pulse from 
the regen and the switched out Q-switch pulse when no injection is 
present. 

trace. When the oscillator pulse is injected the regen saturates much sooner than when 

starting up from spontaneous emission. 

A photodiode can also be used to measure the contrast ratio of the pulses as shown in 

Fig. 4.4. The figure shows (top to bottom) the switched out amplified pulse (normal and 

expanded scale), and the switched out ASE (when no amplified pulse is present). The 

horizontal span is 100 ns and the the vertical scale is magnified a factor of 625 in the 

upper trace and 50 in the lower trace. The contrast ratio between the main pulse and any 

pre- or post-pulses is in excess of 750: 1. The switched-out pulse from amplified spon- 

taneous emission (ASE) when no injection is present carries < 15% of the total energy 
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when the injection is present. When the injection is present the ASE is considerably 

reduced, and the background is almost entirely due to leakage from the cavity due to 

imperfect polarization optics 

The laser repetition rate was limited to 1.25 or 2.5 IIz due to thermal constderations in 

the Nd:glass laser rod [75]. At higher repetition rates thermal lensing prevents stable 

cavity operation of the regen. Before this limil is imposed, the regen shows stronger 

astigmatism possibly due to an increased thermal birefringence. No compensation for 

either thermal lensing or birefringence was used--other than limiting the repetition rate 

of the laser. 

After amplification, the laser was spatially filtered in a 2: I Newtonian telescope with a 

600 pm pinhole at the focal plane. The spatial filter is shown schematically in Fig. 4.5 

The purpose of the spatial filter is to remove any high spatial frequency noise on the 

laser that may cause damage to the optics when the pulse is recompressed. The image in 

the focal plane of the laser is essentially the Fourier transform of the spatial frequency 

before the first lens. High frequency components focus to larger spot sizes and do 

not pass through the pinhole. The pinhole was chosen to be many times the diffraction 

limited spotsize of the TEMoo mode to avoid high frequency noise in the far field profile 

(due to diffraction from the pinhole) [48] as well as to avoid damage to the pinhole. 

4.6 Pulse Compression Stage 

After the beam is spatially filtered, it is then compressed in the double pass grating 

pair compressor [SZ]. The geometry is shown in Fig. C.1 and more details are given 

in Appendix C. The compressor is designed to have the same input and output angles 
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-:-42’) 
Direction of Propagation 

Figure 4.5: 2: I Spatial filter 

as the expander such that it imparts the exact opposite chirp of the expander. In this 

manner, in the absence of additional chirp imparted on the beam (for example due 

to non-linear effects in the regen), the compression completely undoes the expansion 

The compression/expansion is to frst order linear in the grating separation such that 

this symmetry is only necessary in trying to remove higher order, non-linear, chirp. 

4.7 Frequency Conversion 

The non-linear polarization of some materiak (typically a uniaxial crystal) can be used 

to create harmonics from a high intensity electric field. This non-linearity is used to 

convert an infrared pulse from the laser amplifier to an UV pulse capable of driving 

the copper cathode. The frequency conversion from the infra-red to the UV, fourth 

harmonic, is obtained by a two step process of doubting the infrared to green utilizing 

one crystal and doubling the green to UV utilizing another. 

The analysis of frequency conversion is relatively simple for long pulses even when 

saturation due to the depletion of the input is included [49]. Before depletion. the 

harmonic signal is proportional to the nlh power of the intensity (where n is the harmonic 
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number). For second harmonic production this signal is therefore proportional to the 

square of the intensity. For Gaussian pulse shapes, this non-linear-ity results in pulse 

lengths and transverse sizes decreasing by a factor of fi at each step; however, once 

the crystals are run into saturation, both the pulse length and the transverse spot sizes 

will again lengthen. 

For short pulses and large bandwidths frequency conversion becomes more complicated 

and simulations are typically required. Typically shorter crystals arc required tn order 

to avoid effects such as pulse lengthening due to the group velocity mismatch (and 

dispersion) between the fundamental and its harmonic. These effects also can alter 

the temporal profile of the harmonic pulse such that the infra-red pulse shape is not 

necessarily preserved (or even scaled) during the frequency conversion process. The 

doubling and quadrupling crystals used in producing the UV pulse are IOmrn type 

II KD*P and 5mm type I BBO respectively. The doubling crystal is mounted with 

AR coated windows while the BBO is AR coated without windows. Fig. 4.6 shows 

doubling efficiency results as a function of input intensity. The results were taken using 

a fiber chirped Nd:YLF oscillator [83]. before the Nd:glass oscillator was available. 

The intensity is inferred assuming a spot size at the crystal-of crr,y = I mm and a pulse 

duration of 2 ps FWHM. The energy is read off with a Joule meter and is assumed to 

include - 15% background from ASE and pre- and post-pulses. An overall error in 

the intensity determination will expand or shrink the horizontal scale of the data with 

respect to the simulation. The simulations are from [84]. 

Fig, 4.7 shows the green and UV energy for various IR pulse lengths. The different 

pulse lengths were obtained by under-compressing the pulses in the compressor and 

were measured using a scanning autocorrelation technique. The green energy peaks 

near IO ps. This is probably due to the group velocity walk-off effects and reconversion 
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Figure 4.6: Frequency doubling efficiency for a 2 ps pulse through I cm thick 
KD’P. The circles are experimental results, and the diamonds are 
simulations. 

limiting the conversion efficiency for shorter pulses in the KD*P crystal. Also shown 

in Fig. 4.7 is the efficiency in the conversion from green to UV tight. Conversion 

efficiencies as high as -55% have been obtained from the KD*P, and -45% in the 

BBO (for the shorter pulse lengths) which have produced as much as 500 nJ of UV 

light corresponding to an overall efficiency of 25%. Typically, howevercloser to 3OOpJ 

of UV was produced for delivery of up to 200 PJ to the cathode. 

4.8 Imaging and Transport System 

The laser transport system used at the GTF is an evacuated -8 m long I: 1 telescope (see 

Fig. 4.8). The transport is evacuated to avoid optical breakdown due to potentially large 

intensities at the focus, Because of the loose tolerances required, no adjustments were 
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Figure 4.7: Green and UV yield and Green to UV efficiency vs. IR pulse length 

built into the system. The transport tube consists of several rigidly attached sections 

of 3” ID vacuum pipe with two, 4 m  focal length, AR coated, UV grade fused silica 

lenses which also served as vacuum windows. A “tee” and vacuum valve allow for 

evacuation of the tube using an adsorption pump to a base pressure of -1 mtorr. The 

pump was decoupled from the system after pumping to avoid coupling wall vibrations 

to the transport tube. The tube was evacuated roughly once every two months when the 

pressure had increased to -I Torr. The tube was evacuated to reduce turbulence effects 

and to prevent air breakdown at the focus for large input beams (small focus). 

The advantage of using a telescope in the laser transport is that a location in the laser 

room can be imaged directly onto the cathode to help minimize both pointing jitter and 

diffraction effects. A telescope with two lenses /I, fi separated by a distance fi + f2 

Figure 4.8: Schematic of the GTF laser transport system. 
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Figure 4.9: A simple telescope 

will image a point d, to d2 (Fig. 4.9) according to 

d,i+d+=f,+fz. (4.1) 

In thecase of the I:1 telescope (II = fi = f) eq. (4.1) reduces to d, + d2 = Zf, For 

the GTF, it was decided to use the symmetric case of d, = dz = f 

The transport tube is configured horizontally approximately 3 feet above the laser table. 

It is attached rigidly to the shielding wall in the linac vault, and is supported in the laser 

room with a 3” diameter aluminum stand. This stand sits on rubber vibration isolation 

pads to avoid coupling vibrations to the laser table. 2” diameter UV dielectric stack 

mirrors (with HeNe undercoats) are used for periscope mirrors on both the input and 

the output of the transport. The two output periscope mirror mounts are motorized for 

remote control from the GTF control room. Two quadrant diodes on the output of the 

transport sample a co-injected HeNe alignment laser if remote alignment is necessary. 

However, as long as the linac vault had reached thermal equilibrium, remote alignment 

was unnecessary. 

Damage to the lenses of the transport tube, at Ruences orders of magnitude less then 

the manufacture’s reported damage threshold, led to replacement of the lenses on two 

occasions. The damage was discovered after transmission dropped and spatial distor- 

tions were ndted on the beam. Eventually, the iransport tube was disassembled, and it 

was found that the tube was not properly cleaned before installation. Damage to the 
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lenses was consistent with a thin layer of oil being deposited on the inside surface of 

the lenses. The transport tube was then cleaned as well as possible; however, some oil 

remained due to the fact that the spool piece that penetrates the linac vault could not be 

removed and had to be cleaned in sifu. Therefore, it was decided not to evacuate the 

tube, but instead to backfill it with clean Nz from liquid Nitrogen “boil off”. The peak 

intensity at focus is roughly less than IO GW/cm’ which is an order of magnitude less 

than the estimated threshold for breakdown [SS]. With the Nitrogen backfill, a -5-10% 

attenuation of rhe laser energy through the transport was observed. Additional losses 

due to the input window, two pickoff wedges (for energy and spotsize diagnostics), 

and an Al mirror (the final mirror used for near normal incidence illumination of the 

cathode) gave an overall transmission of -65%. 

4.9 Longitudinal Pulse Shaping 

Longirudinal pulse shaping of a short laser pulse can be accomplished using both time- 

domain and frequency-domain techniques. The emittance data presented in this thesis 

use a frequency domain technique to vary the pulse length from about 5 ps to 1 I ps 

by varying the chirp in the compression stage. The pulses are approximately Gaussian 

for the shorter pulse lengths and become more flat top (with considerable structure) 

for longer pulse lengths. By altering the pulse speclrum nearly arbitrary pulse shapes 

can be made (within the bandwidth of the input pulse). A simple filtering of the pulse 

spectrum will be discussed which when combined with a linear chirp can provide near 

flat-top pulses. 

In the time domain, a Michelson interferometer can be used to delay and recombine 

multiple pulses. Data from two pulse recombination is shown utilizing a low cost 50% 
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Figure 4.10: Autocorrelation measurements of the IR laser as a function of 
grating separation. 

Fig. 4.10 shows the measured pulse width of the compressed amplifier pulse as a func- 

tion of small changes in the grating separation in the compressor. By this manner, the 

best compensation for the expansion (and any other introduced chirp) is found. The fit 

is to a hyperbola as given by eq. (4.9). The corresponding minimum IR pulse width is 

approxtmately I .2 ps. The pulse length was measured using a single-shot autocorrelator 

re-configured to be used as a scanning autocorrelator in order to improve the dynamic 

range, Since in an autocorrelation the details of the pulse shape are not uniquely de- 

termined, a Gaussian pulse is assumed. Error estimates are based on the error m the 

individual pulse width fits. 
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4.9.2 Pulse Shaping Utilizing the Chirp in the Compressor 

Most of the data reported in this thesis were obtained with variable Gaussian tem- 

poral pulse widths by adjusting the chirp in the optical compressor. Pulse length 

measurements in ihe UV are plotted as a function of grating position as shown in 

Fig. 4.1 I, Pulses as short as 4.6 ps (FWHM) in the UV have been measur-ed using 

a sub-picosecond resolution streak camera [86] and include -1-Z pslmm spatial chirp 

across the beam as can be seen in Fig 4.12. This spatial chirp will be transferred to the 

electron beam and can lead to spatial correlations in both the non-linear rf and space- 

charge emittance contributions that can not be readily compensated. A grating scan was 

also performed with the green pulses and is given in Fig. 4.13. These pulses also show 

the spatial chirp. While in the interpretatton of the autocorrelator data, a pulse shape 

must be assumed, the streak camera data give a direct measure of the pulse shape 

Fig. 4. I4 shows a sample of 3 different UV pulses used in the emittance data presented 

in Section 6.2 along with Gaussian fits. The pulse on the left (8.2 ps) and the pulse in 

the middle (4.6 ps) are well described by Gaussian proliles: however, the pulse on the 

right (I I .5 ps) shows considerable structure. This could be caused by a combination of 

the small bandwidth acceptance of the BBO crystal coupling with the relatively large 

residual chirp from the compressor similar to the effect shown in Fig 4. IS. 

In addition, single shot autocorrelations [87] were performed in the green, but since the 

autocorrelation is not sensitive to spatial chirp. a shorter pulse duration of -2 ps is mea- 

sured. It is possible that the IR pulses carry this spatial chirp as well, and that it could 

come from a misalignment in the compressor. However, because the phosphor in the 

streak camera is not sensitive in the IR, no streak camera measurements of the IR pulses 

were made. An attempt at aligning the compressor by minimizing the astigmatism was 

made, but no significant improvement was seen. 
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Figure 4.11: Slreak camera measuremenls of the quadrupled laser as a function 
of grating separation. 

4.9.3 Other Methods for Pulse Shaping 

In order to obtain a more uniform temporal profile, two other methods of pulse shaping 

have been used at the GTF (in addition to adjusting the chirp in the expansion/compression 

stages). The first method involves spectral shaping in the compression stage to alter the 

Fourier transform (and thus the temporal shape) of the pulse. The other method uses a 

Michelson interferometer based pulse stacker @similar to the design in reference [88J) 

to temporally stack multiple pulses. 
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Figure 4.12: UV streak camera pulse showing 4.7 ps pulse with roughly 
2 ps/mm spatial chirp. 

Frequency Domain Pulse Shaping 

Various elements can change the shape of a laser pulse by changing the spectral content 

or distribution of the pulse. These effects can either be caused by changing the phase 

(group velocity dispersion and sell-phase modulation in a fiber, B-Integral effects in a 

laser amplifier, etc.) OF amplitude (gain narrowing) components of the spectral distri- 

bution. One possible method to produce “arbitrary” pulse shapes (at least within the 

available bandwidth of the pulse) is to selectively filter the spectrum [X9]. This could 

be accomplished by placing amplitude filters or masks within a dispersive element such 

as the expansion or compression gratings where spectral content is mapped to spatial 

content. 

A simple amplitude mask in the compressor can produce near flat top pulses when 

combined with a residual chirp. The output pulse of a clipped Gaussian (spectral) 

pulse will be a convolution of the Fourier transform of the unclipped spectral (field) 

distribution with the Fourier transform of the aperture. Thus for a clipped Gaussian 

pulse, output field profile is a sine (sin(wt)/wt) convolved with a Gaussian, 
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Figure 4.13: Streak camera measurements of the doubled laser as a function of 
grating separation. 

Fig. 4.15 shows the (calculated) intensity pulse for a Gaussian pulse clipped at w,.~~ = 

0.7. WFWHM for both an unchirped and a chirped (b/a=iO) pulse. 

Temporal Pulse Stacker 

A low cost 16 pulse Michelson interferometer based pulse stacker was constructed for 

use in the infra-red. A schematic of the pulse stacker is shown in Fig. 4. I6 and is similar 

in design to ref. [SSJ. The pulse stacker works by varying the delay between successive 

pulses through the use of translation stages. The geometry allows for two output beams 

each of which has 50% of the input energy. A single beam-splitter is used both to keep 
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Figure 4.14: Sample streak camera data for the 3 different UV pulses with 
Gaussian fits. The different pulses lengths are obtained by vary- 
ing the chirp in the compression stage. 
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costs down and to ease the alignment. Also, to ease alignment, 180” prisms are used to 

retro-reflect the beams. The pulse stacker was designed to go before the regenerative 

amplifier where the 50% losses can be tolerated. Also in this manner the tolerances 

on alignment are relaxed (because the input beam is not mode-matched to the regen 

cavity). The damage threshold of the optics also is not a limiting factor. 

Because the electric fields of the individual pulses are added (not the intensities), inter- 

ference effects are present in the output pulse shape. The combined electric field from 

two identical linearly chirped Gaussian pulses separated in time by T is 

E,,,(t; T) = & (e-(‘z-Lb)i’e’Ylr + e-(.-lb)lr-r)*e~~o(r-T)) (4.12) 

Thus the intensity is 

I,,,(f; 1‘) = 
d- 

ff+1: T)E;,,(f; T) 

= I(f) + r(t - T) -1 2Jf(t)1(f - T) cos(w,,T + bT* + 2btT) 

= I(t) + I(t - T) + ZJI(t)I(f - T)cos(& + 2btT) , (4.13) 
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Figure 4.15: Calculated clipped Gaussian spectrum (intensity) and resulting 
temporal (intensity) profile for both a chirped (b/a=lO) and 
unchirped (b/a=O) pulse. 

where I(t) is the intensity of the individual pulse in absence of the other pulse, and 4,~ 

is an overall constanf phase term. For a transform limited pulse (b=O) the combined 

intensity will be the sum of the two intensities if & = (YZ + f) ?. Fig. 4.17 shows the 

addition of two pulses for various phases. The horizontal scale is normalized such that 

the PWHM value of the unchirped pulse is I. In the unchirped case, when the separation 

is set to twice the rms value (0). the phase can be set in order to get a flat top pulse 

with a rising edge comparable to the initial pulse. However, small changes in the phase 

result in a drastic change in the pulse shape. In order to keep the phase difference 

stable to even 4 would require keeping-the path length fixed to $ or N 130 nm which 

is impractical at the current facility. However, if there is a residual chirp on the beam, 

the beating frequency of the interference is increased (as also shown in Fig. 4.17). The 

interference features are on the order of the single pulse transform limited width while 

the rising edge is also given approximately by the single pulse chirped width. 
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- 
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Figure 4.16: A schematic of the 16pulse stacker. Translation stages with 100 
threads per inch screws enable tine variations in the delay between 
pulses while a single beamsplitter and retro-reflectors ease 
alignment. 

The pulse separation can be measured by using spectral interferometry [90]. The 
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Figure 4.17: The calculated results of the interference between two pulses 
separated by approximately the single pulse duration in both an 
unchirped and 4 times chirped case. In the unchirped case (a- 
c) the pulses are separated by 2 sigmas, and in the chirped case 
(d-f) by 1.3 FWHM. The results are shown for various phases: 
#Q = O(a,d),n/2b,e, andr(c, f). 

spectrum of two identical pulses (with electric field given in eq. (4.12)). separated by 

a time, T, will exhibit interference fringes that depend on the pulse separation. The 

Fourter transform of eq. (4.12) is 

fQw; q _ m  e-(“-wr*e’%l 
/( 

+ e-r~-,b](l-T)‘e,yp(t-T) 
-m 

- (1+e ‘(-+) E(w) ( (4.14) 

where E(w) is the Fourier transform of the single pulse (as given in eq. (4.5)) so that 

the power spectrum, 

where l(w) is the (intensrty) spectrum of a single pulse, eq. (4.7). Thus, from the 

fringe spacing in the measured spectrum, the separation of the two pulses can be deter- 

mined. This technique can be used even to measure the separation of pulses separated 

in time by more than their pulse durations (i.e. no temporal interference outside the 

spectrometer)-without violating the uncertainty principle. This is due to the fact that 

tbe spectrometer physically separates the pulses into their component frequencies such 

that the pulse is necessarily lengthened inside the spectrometer. The upper limit on 

the pulse separation is therefore given by the resolution of the spectrometer, while the 

lower limit is given by our ability to resolve a single fringe. Any chirp on the two pulses 

1s canceled as long as they are identical. The data presented here was taken with the 

highly chirped pulse out of the expansion stage. 

A commercial spectrometer (911 was used to measure the spectrum of the two pulses 

combined together in the temporal pulse stacker as described above. The pulses were 
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Figure 4.18: A sample of measured spectra for two pulses with different separa- 
tions. The separation is given in turns of a 100 pitch screw. 

pre-stretched in the expansion stage and therefore the spectrum is limited to the -5 nm 

bandwidth limited by clipping of the spectrum in the expander. This technique was used 

to one, verify the pitch of the screws (100 threads/inch) in the translation stages, and 

two, to find the “zero” separation between the pulses. Fig. 4.18 shows a sample of three 

different measured spectra, while Fig. 4. I9 shows the number of fringes as a function of 

the number of turns of the screw across the measured bandwidth (-3.7 nm). An error 

of +f fringe is estimated and the bandwidth is assumed to be the same in all cases. 

Assuming the error in the bandwidth is 0.3 nm, then the number of thousandths of an 

inch (mil) per turn is given by 9.4f0.8f0.6 mils/tum (The errors are from the estimated 

errors in the bandwidth and number of fringes respectively Figs. 4.18 and 4.19). This 

is consistent with the expected pitch of 10 mils/turn (about 1.5 pdturn roundtrip) for a 

100 pitch screw. Once the pitch was verified, the desired pulse separation was obtained 

by counting turns of the screw. It was later determined that the fiber that coupled the 

-zr,‘,“‘,‘,‘,,“‘,,“’ 
0 2 4 6 8 

turns 

Figure 4.19: The number of fringes measured in the spectrum of two pulses 
stacked in the temporal pulse stacker versus pulse separation 
counted in turn of the adjustment screw. From this the pitch of 
the screw is calculated to be around 9.4 mils/turn. 

light to the spectrometer was not a single mode fiber at 1054 nm (as specified). This 

could explain some of the problems seen in the spectrometer (changes in the spectral 

shape as rhe fiber was moved) as different modes will have different phase velocities 

in the fiber (and thus will result in multiple pulses interfering inside the spectrometer 

as a function of the length of the fiber and the total induced stress birefringence in the 

different modes). 

The stacked pulses have also been amplified, recompressed. and frequency converted to 

the UV. Fig. 4.20 shows a sample of streak camera measurements made in the UV for 

various delays between 2 temporally stacked pulses. The pulse width of a single UV 

pulse is approximately 4 ps FWHM and significant interference can be seen until the 

separation approaches 3 FWHMS. The separation is estimated by counting turns with 
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respect to the 16 ps measured separation where negligible interference is shown as the 

spectrometer was not available during this measurement. 

A conceptual design for an improved pulse stacker working in the UV has also been 

made (see Fig. 4.21). It allows for flat-top pulses by effectively adding the pulse in- 

tensities. This is accomplished by alternating the polarization of each successive pulse 

to be orthogonal to each of its nearest neighbors. This limits the interference to ev- 

ery other pulse and is negligible because of the long delay between these pulses. This 

design also allows for 100% throughput of the light from the pulse stacker by mul- 

tiplexing the two output pulses. The alignment issues are alleviated by imaging the 

prisms onto the cathode. However, this scheme is not readily compatible with the graz- 

ing incidence design because the diffraction grating used for the spatial and temporal 

correction acts as a good polarizer (the p-polarization efliciency is considerably higher 

than the s-polarization efficiency). In principle. the relative strength of the two different 

polarizations could be adjusted to account for both the low efficiency of the grating for 

s-polarized light and the difference in the quantum efficiency for the different polar- 

izations; however, this will lead to significant energy loss. It may seem that the easy 

solution would be to adjust the input polarization to the grating, such that the successive 

pulses have a net equivalent efficiency; this will result in a non-orthogonal polarization 

after the grating and thus interference between the pulses. 
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Figure 4.20: Measured UV pulse for two temporally stacked pulses for various 
pulse separations. 
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Figure 4.21: Schematic for 100% throughput UV pulse stacker with minimal 
interference. 
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In this chapter we discuss the rf system that powers the gun and linac and present 

measurements of the relative phase jitter of the rf and a convolved measurement of the 

timing jitter between the single amplilied laser pulse and the steady state phase in the 

rf gun. 

Two high power klystrons power the gun and linac each capable of producing -20 M W  

at 2856 MHz. This is enough power to achieve -6 MeV acceleration from the gun and 

an additional -45 MeV from the linac. In order to maintain a strict phase correspon- 

dence between the laser and the accelerating rf, the master rf is derived from an integer 

harmonic of the laser oscillator frequency. In this manner the relative phase between 

the laser and the gun can be maintained independently of laser timing jitter; the rf jitters 

in phase with the laser. There are some limits on how well the rf can follow the laser 

which will be discussed. 

The effect of thejitter depends on its source as well as on the operating conditions of the 

accelerator. Slow drifts caused by changes in the length of the laser cavity, cable delays, 

or the gun resonance frequency and fastjittercaused by the pulse to pulse stability of the 

laser must be distinguished. The slow drifts may change the relative phase between the 

linac and the gun either coherently in the case of cable length changes, or incoherently 

in the case of changes in the laser and/or gun frequency. 

The timing stability of the system should be of the order of a fraction of the laser pulse 

length (regardless of the source) to maintain a stable energy and energy spread. For 

example, the bunch compressors in the LCLS are very sensitive to the energy and chirp 

of the electron pulse; small changes can result in a different electron pulse width and 

hence peak current at the undulator. For the LCLS an rms timing jitter on the order 

of < 0.5 ps for a IO ps pulse out of the injector is considered necessary [3]. The 

/ ! 119 MHz 1.054pm 
200fs, InJlpulse 
to laser amplifier... 

Figure 5.1: The I I9 MHz source 

exact number depends on the phases chosen for linac and gun operations. For example, 

operation near crest in the linac will be very insensitive to phase in terms of the energy 

gain; however, if the linac is run far from crest in order to impart an energy chirp on 

the pulse the effect will be much greater. For the GTF, these requirements are slightly 

relaxed; however, the jitter should still be less than the pulse width to have well defined 

beam parameters as well as a beam which is easier to tune at any phase. 

5.1 rf System 

5.1.1 Low Level t-f 

The master clock of the GTF is derived from the repetition rate of the laser oscillator. 

The low frequency rf generation is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1. The repetition 

rate of the oscillator is set by the cavity length and is roughly 119 MHz, the 24”’ sub- 

harmonic of the accelerating rf; their is no external source for the rf. Low timing 

jitter (~2.5 ps rms: see Section 5.2) has been achieved by using a slow photo-diode 

(-120 MHz) to sample the pulse train from the laser oscillator and frequency multi- 

plying the signal in a phase-locked multiplier [76] to generate the 2856 MHz master 
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Figure 5.2: The 2856 MHz master clock and 1 kW drive 

rf (with -13 dBm, 20 mW, output). A 10 dB coupler is used to split a fraction of the 

master clock power for diagnostic purposes. The balance of the rf is used as the input 

to a traveling wave tube amplifier as shown in Fig. 5.2. 

5.1.2 High Power rf 

The power for the linac and gun is derived from high power klystrons. Each tube 

is capable of 20 MW output power. The power to the klystron comes from a pulse 

forming network (PFN) that provides a roughly 2 microsecond 20 kV pulse triggered 

by a thyratron switch. Fig. 5.3 shows a schematic of the high power rf system. The 

output from the 1 kW amplifier is split in a 3 dB coupler to produce independent drives 

for the two klystrons. Voltage controlled phase shifters in the drive signal provide 

the amplitude and phase control of the klystron output. An isolator and a directional 

coupler are at the input to the klystron. The directional coupler provides -30 dB signal 

for diagnostic of the drive power and phase. The input to the klystron is limited to 300 

Watts due to insertion and cable losses. 

The output of the klystrons is fed to the linac and gun via evacuated waveguIde. Be- 

cause the gun is a standing wave structure, there is a large transient reflection during 

.-. _ ._. _ 
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Figure 5.3: High power rf system. 

the filling of the gun. Therefore, a high power isolator (pressurized SF6 gas) is used 

to protect the gun’s klystron. However, the transient reflection from the linac is small 

enough that an isolator is not required. Directional couplers provide signals to monitor 

the forward and reflected powers to the gun and linac. 

5.1.3 rf Diagnostics 

The rf diagnostics systems of the GTF allow for simultaneous measurements of both the 

amplitude and phase of two different rf signals. These signals include the drive power 

to each klystron, the forward and reflected powers for each klystron, the power flow to 

and from the gun and the load on the Iinac. and the power in the gun which is sampled 

by a capacitive probe in the pump out port of the half cell. Each signal is sent along 

3/8” or l/2” heliax to one of two rf switches. At the input of each switch the signals 

are attenuated to the -mW level. The various signals are selected either manually or 
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via the GTF controls program through a custom switch control unit. Each signal is split 

in a 10 dB splitter, the -10 db signal is sent to a crystal detector and the rest is sent to 

the rf input of one of two phase detectors. The output of the crystal detector is then 

amplified and impedance matched to drive a 500 line so that it can be read out via an 

oscilloscope into the GTF data-acquisition computer. Each crystal detector/amplifier 

was calibrated using a known source, and each signal has been calibrated to include the 

loss in the cable, any additional attenuators and the individual couplings. 

Fig. 5.4 shows typical forward and reflected power to and from the gun as well as the 

power in the gun as a function of time. From this figure it can be seen that the gun 

never quite reaches steady state due to the finite pulse duration of the forward pulse. 

The large transient response in the reflected power is also seen. This, combined with 

the forward power, can lead to large peak fields at the klystron and possible damage 

if an isolator were not used. The dark current background emitted from the gun under 

these conditions is also shown. 

The phase detectors were constructed using a double balanced mixer [92] as a phase 

bridge to measure shot to shot variations in the phase of different rf signals relative 

to the 28.56 MHz master clock. In this configuration the mixer takes two signals: a 

reference signal on the local oscillator port and the input signal on the rf port, and it 

outputs the sum and difference frequencies onto the intermediate frequency (IF) port, 

A low-pass filter is used so that the difference in phase can be determined from the 

resulting “DC” signal. 
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Figure 5.4: rf diagnostic signals showing the forward,reflected and stored power 
in the rfgun, and dark current collected on a Faraday cup under these 
conditions. 

The mixer output can be calibrated by varying the phase difference between the local 

oscillator or the rf input using a calibrated phase shifter. As long as the mixer is not 

saturated the output will depend on the sine of the phase difference. The phase detector 
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is then used near the zero crossing of the sine wave such that there is an approximately 

linear voltage to phase correspondence. Typically there are small DC offsets which 

are input level and temperature dependent that lead to a small error in determining the 

absolute phase [93]. These effects are small for a good double balanced mixer, and are 

ignored here since it is only the shot to shot phase differences that matter. 

The calibration is reasonably constant over a wide range of input levels to the rf port. 

Each mixer has an independent voltage controlled phase shifter capable of swinging 

180” on the rf input for use in zeroing the phase difference. These phase shifters are 

controlled with a 0%IOV signal via the controls computer and are low pass filtered on 

the input to avoid unwanted phase shifts due to noise. The typical calibration for the 

mixer in the linear regime was I .75 mV/degree for the data presented in this experi- 

ment. This was periodically checked by measuring the peak to peak signal swing and 

assuming a sine wave. Timing jitter measurements using the double balanced mixer as 

a phase detector are presented in Section 5.2. Fig. 5.5 shows the mixer output as a func- 

tion of phase for approximately 14 dBm input power to the rf port and -2 dBm input 

power to the local oscillator port. The calibration shows an amplitude of 114f 1 mV 

with no signs of saturation. This leads to a calibration in the linear regime of 2.0 

mV/degree. This compares to the calibration of 1.75 mV/degree taken at slightly dif- 

ferent conditions. The calibration was repeated with approximately I7 dBm on the rf 

port with the same result (showing the relative insensitivity to the rf input power). This 

is approximately the same power as is used for the input in the gun phase measurement. 
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Figure 5.5: Phase detector output as a function of input phase 

5.2 Timing Measurements 

Measurements of the timing jitter at the GTF were conducted using the double balanced 

mixer to measure shot to shot variations in the phase of different rf signals relative to 

the 2856 MHz master clock derived from the laser. The total jitter between the steady 

state phase in the rf gun and this master clock was found to be -0.5” rms over a few 

minutes with negligible contributions from the klystron and its drive. Since 1” of 2856 

= 0.97 ps. this corresponds to -0.5 ps of timing jitter. It is estimated that this jitter 

comes from a shot to shot change in the difference between the drive frequency and the 

gun resonance and could be produced from either - 100 Hz noise in the laser oscillator 

or -0.05 degree C change in the gun temperature. 

The jitter between the 2856 MHz master clock and the I19 MHz from the laser was 

measured with a fast sampling scope and found to be <2 ps rms where the upper limit 
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is set by the trigger jitter of the scope [94]. The amplified laser pulse was found to be 

stable to <2 ps rms by phase comparing the bandpass filtered output of a photodiode to 

the I 19 MHz again using a double balanced mixer. A potential problem is the long term 

drift between the laser and the gun. This can be on the order of tens of picoseconds in 

the course of a day but in principle could be eliminated with a slow feedback on the 

laser cavity length, the gun temperature, or on the drive phase shifter. This was not a 

significant problem for the measurements reported here. 

No direct measurement of the laser arrival time at the cathode has been made. However, 

the stability of all the major subsystems has been investigated. The correlation between 

the jitter of the various subsystems is not always known with the desired degree of 

precision. The resulting overall timing jitter is estimated to be 0.5 ps < gL < 2.5 ps. 

5.2.1 High Power rf Phase Stability 

The phase stability of the gun and linac klystron were measured using the double bal- 

anced mixer technique discussed in Section 5.1.3. A schematic of the experiment is 

shown in Fig. 5.6. The phase was measured with respect to the 2856 MHz from the 

master rf, so care must be taken in the interpretation; this is not necessarily correlated 

with the laser. Fig. 5.7 shows histograms of the measured phase of the forward power 

from the gun klystron, and the drive to the gun klystron. Also shown is a correlation plot 

of the klystron phase versus the drive phase. A total of 100 shots were logged over the 

course of a few minutes. The klystron was seen to have an rms jitter of approximately 

0.32 degrees for a drive phase jitter of 0.26 degrees. The phase difference between the 

two has an rms jitter of 0.13 degrees showing that the two phases are strongly corre- 

lated. The estimated resolution of the phase detector is approximately 0. I degrees as 

Figure 5.6: Schematic of the phase jitter measurements 
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of the phase of the gun klystron, its drive, and the dif- 
ference logged for 100 shots over a few minutes. Correlation Plot 
of the klystron phase and drive phase showing the klystron phase to 
follow the drive phase without introducing significant jitter. 

measured by taking the master rf splitting it in a 3 dB hybrid and mixing the two sig- 

nals with respect to one another. It is therefore concluded that the klystron essentially 

follows the phase on the iuput and that any phase jitter originates in the KW amplifier. 

Similar results were obtained for the linac klystron. 

The Gun phase, however, was not seen to be as strongly correlated to the drive phase 

as can be seen in Fig. 5.8. The rms jitter in the gun was found to be 0.47 degrees for an 

rms jitter in the drive of 0.23 degrees. The jitter in the difference is 0.37 degrees and 

the correlation plot shows that the gun phase is almost independent of the drive phase. 
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The larger jitter in the gun is explained by the relatively high loaded QL of the cavity 

i.e.. the combined &of the gun and waveguide network. The gun acts as a very narrow 

bandpass iiher. Q,. was measured to be 4760 that corresponds to a 3 dB bandpass of 

-600 kHz. A relatively small changes in the difference between the shot to shot input 

frequency and the gun resonance can have a strong effect on the steady state phase of 

the gun. The phase shift near resonance is given by 
-3 -2 -1 0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -3 -2 -1 0 

Gun Phase 1”-2856 MHz] Drive Phase 1”.2856 MHz] Drive Phase [“-2656 MHz] 

Figure 5.8: Histograms of the phase of the gun, the klystron’s drive, and the 
difference logged for 50 shots over a few minutes. Correlation plot 
of the gun phase and drive phase showing that the gun contributes to 
an uncorrelated jitter. 
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Where T is the fill time of the cavtty, and QL = z = & is the loaded Q. This leads 

to a phase shift of 0.19 “IkHz for the measured Qt. of 4760. 
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Figure 5.9: Steady state gun phase shift as a function of frequency offset. 

Fig. 5.9 shows the measured steady state phase shift (at high power) as a function of 

the difference in the instantaneous frequency. The data were obtained using a low noise 

synthesizer [95] as the 119 MHz source to the frequency multiplier and making small 

changes about the gun resonance. Each point is an average of 50 shots. A least squares 

fit to the data shows a phase shift of 0.22” at 2856 MHz per kHz. Therefore, a 0.5” phase 

shift in the gun corresponds to a -2.3 kIIz change in the resonance frequency. This can 

either be caused by a --IO0 Ilz change in the laser or approximately 0.05” C change 

in the gun temperature assuming the frequency changes 50 kHz per degree C [60]. 

Indeed, in the following section, we will see that there is a significant amount of noise 

at 100 Hz in the laser; however, similar jitters were measured in the gun when the rf 

was derived from the low phase noise synthesizer. The cooling water to the gun was 

found regulated to 0.2”C p-p such that slow drifts on the water temperature will give 

rise to an approximately 0.5 ps jitter; however the time constant is long compared to 

the measurement time. Finally. at this Ieve! the shot to shot fluctuations in the power to 

the gun may begin to effect the timing stability and future studies are in ot-der. 
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5.2.2 Low Level rf and Laser Stability 

The stability of the frequency multiplier with respect to the laser rf has been measured 

using a fast sampling oscilloscope. The 119 MHz from the laser is used to trigger 

the scope and the jitter in the rising edge of the 2856 MHz from the multiplier was 

observed. The measurement resulted in an rms jitter of 2.7 ps. The scope trigger 

jitter was measured slightly higher at 3 ps (measured by splitting the trigger signal and 

observing the jitter on the input signal). The lower jitter on the 2856 is attributed to the 

sampling errors. Therefore, the jitter from the frequency multiplier with respect to the 

laser is 5 3 ps and possibly much less. 

Using both the laser and a low noise synthesizer as the source resulted in similar jitters 

in the gun (using the double balanced mixer technique) even though the synthesizer has 

better phase noise characteristics. Phase (and amplitude) noise appears as side-bands 

on the fundamental in the spectrum of the rf [96]. For example, the phase noise of 

the laser at 100 Hz is approximately -80 dBc while the frequency synthesizer is ap- 

proximately - 11.5 dBc and at 10 Hz the laser is -50 dBc compared to - 100 dBc on the 

synthesizer; however for frequencies less than 10 Hz no comparison could be made. 

The low frequency noise (on the reference) will likely become the limit in the effective- 

ness of any external feedback on the laser. The spectrum of the 119 MHz from the laser 

is shown in Fig. 5.10. Significant side bands exists at 10 Hz and its harmonics up to 

approximately 120 Hz. These are mostly due to acoustics from a large transformer that 

ramps the magnets in the booster cyclotron to SPEAR and that operates at 10 Hz. Also 

shown in Fig. 5.10 is the spectrum of the laser when a piezo-electric driven feedback is 

present on the cavity length. This feedback is referenced to the low noise synthesizer. It 

is shown to significantly reduce the sidebands; however, the feedback was unavailable 
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Figure 5.10: Spectrum of the 119 MHz from the laser photodiode both with and 
without feedback on the cavity length. 

at the time of the electron beam measurements, and the timing measurements presented 

here are thus made without it. 

Comparing the spectrum of the 2856 output from the multiplier with that of the 24” 

harmonic of the laser shows that there are no significant differences in the spectral 

content of the two (see Fig. 5.1 I). The exception is that the noise floor is higher on 

the laser’s spectrum as the total power available for the measurement was -80 dB less 

than from the multiplier. From the absence of any new spectral content in the multiplier 

signal, it is inferred that the multiplier follows the laser quite well. 

The jitter of the laser can be inferred by spectral analysis techniques using the times 

24 multiplier’s spectra and assuming that the uncorrelated jitter between the laser and 

the 2856 is small. Fig. 5.12 shows the spectrum of the multiplier for a slightly large 
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Figure 5.11: Spectrum of the 2856 from the multiplier and the laser on a fast 
photodiode. 

span. Using even larger spans no other side bands are detected above the noise floor of 

the spectrum analyzer. Assuming a Gaussian noise distribution, the timing jitter can be 

calculated by [96] 

(5.2) 

where n is the harmonic number, the integration is over the frequency offset from the 

nth harmonic, L(w) is the ratio of the peak amplitude to the sideband amplitude, and 

~.+~,h,~s are the low and high frequency components (offsets) over which the measure- 

ment was made. w,;!,+,~~ corresponds to roughly the maximum and minimum mea- 

surement time which over which the jitter is calculated. The spectral density L(W) is 

corrected for the resolution bandwidth of the measurement as well as for any filtering 

due to the spectrum analyzer electronics. For offsets 30 < f i 780 Hz, the jitter is 
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Figure 5.12: Spectrum of the 24 times frequency multiplier when driven with 
the free running laser. 

estimated at 45 ps. This is much greater than even the worst estimate on the timing jit- 

ter by other means and indicates that the Klystrons, gun and linac do, to a great extent, 

jitter in phase with the laser. 

5.2.3 Other Timing Measurements 

None of the measurements discussed so far tell us about the jitter of the individual laser 

pulse compared to the phase in the gun (or linac). Fig. 5.13 shows the experimental 

setup for determining the electron beam phase as it exits the gun. The phase is deter- 

mined using the electrical signal from the Faraday cup and filtering it at I19 MHz to 

make a phase measurement with respect to the laser 119 MHz. The result for an operat- 

ing phase in the gun of 48 degrees (50 degrees is used in the emittance measurements) 
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Figure 5.13: Experimental setup for beam phase measurement 

is -0.8 ps rms. While at 0 degrees, -3 ps of jitter was measured, and at 24 degrees 

-2 ps of jitter is measured. The measurement using a very low & bandpass filter com- 

prised of a 100 MHz high pass filter and a 1.50 MHz low pass filter. This combined 

with the fact that 1 ps -l/24 of one degree at 119 MHz led to an estimated uncertainty 

of approximately 2 ps. 

In addition, the same experimental setup was used to measure the phase of the single 

UV pulse with respect to the 119 MHz (except that a photodiode was used instead of a 

Faraday cup). The result was 2 ps rms with the same estimated 2 ps uncertainty. 

5.2.4 Summary 

The results of the various phase measurements are presented in Table 5.1. While all of 

the correlations are not known, it can be assumed that the worst case for the individual 

laser pulse to the gun phase is 

I Source rms timing jitter Method 

Gun to 2856 

Klystron to 2856 

0.5 ps 

0.3 ps 

DBM 

DBM 

;__,~~ 

Table 5.1: Summary of timing jitter results 

or approximately < 5.5 ps. Assuming that the multiplier is not contributing significantly 

to the jitter, CT( < 2.5 ps. The lower limit is the jitter which was measured in the 

gun, cgun = 0.5 ps. The timing jitter measurements presented here were obtained 

without feedback on the laser oscillator. A slow feedback on the oscillator has since 

been incorporated into the system, and significant reduction in the laser phase noise has 

been shown. It is expected that a combination of the slow feedback on the laser will 

reduce the timing jitter to that of the the values given for the gun and drive; however a 

more stable source and better temperature regulation may be required to significantly 

reduce the jitter in the gun. 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

In this chapter we present the electron beam measurements. This includes the measure- 

ment of the quantum efficiency (at both grazing and normal incidence) of the copper 

cathode. Initially the efficiency of the cathode was too poor to produce a 1 nC beam 

with the available laser energy. In addition, the uniformity of the cathode was poor on 

the scale of the typical transverse laser size. Results of laser cleaning of the cathode are 

presented for both the efficiency and uniformity. The quantum efficiency depends on 

the electric field at the cathode at the time of the laser injection. A scan of the efficiency 

as a function of the laser injection phase is given, and will be used in the determina- 

tion of the phase for the emittance measurements. Also from this data, a measurement 

of the transverse and longitudinal thermal emittance of the beam is given. Finally, rms 

horizontal emittance measurements are made using a quadrupole scan technique. These 

measurements are made for various laser pulse widths and as a function of charge and 

transverse profile. In addition, at each condition the emittance is measured as a function 

of the emittance-compensation solenoid field strength in order to determine the lowest 

emittance. 

6.1 Quantum Efficiency Measurements 

As described in Section 2.1.4, the quantum efficiency is defined as the number of elec- 

trons emitted from the gun per incicient number of incident laser photons, 71 = N-/N,. 

The laser energy is measured on each shot using a pyre-electric detector [97] by picking 

off a small portion of the laser pulse by reflection off of a fused silica wedge. The signal 

from the detector is amplified and recorded by the data acquisition system. The ampli- 

fied signal was cross-calibrated by using another pyre-electric detector (with known 

calibration) in the main portion of the beam. The UV energy was changed over many 
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Figure 6.1: Calibration of the laser energy monitor. The calibration is valid for 
normal incidence and includes acombined transmission of 0.8 I from 
the vacuum window and normal incidence mirror 

orders of magnitude by using a half-waveplate to vary the polarization to the doubling 

crystal. This is essentially equivalent to varying the input intensity to the crystal, The 

calibration was found to be linear up to at least 240 pJ. Fig. 6.1 shows the results of a 

typical calibration. Included in the calibration is a factor of -20% loss measured from 

the UV window and normal incidence mirror before installation. The calibration shows 

a residual noise of -200 mV in the amplifier. When the rf system is on this can be 

increased to -500 mV and leads to a large systematic error in the energy measurement 

especially at low energies. Because of the differences in noise under different condi- 

tions, a calibration of 20 pJ/V is used and the signal is typically background subtracted 

to reflect the background at the time of the measurement. 

Section 3.1.5 describes the Faraday cups used for charge measurement. Typically a 

14 dB attenuator was included in the charge measurement on the Faraday cups to pre- 

0 charge [nC] 
1.4,,, 

’ rl 
I,/ I//, ,, ,,,, , ,‘,‘, 

-0.2 ~ 10-s 
0 50 100 150 200 

Energy bJ1 

Figure 6.2: The charge and quantum efficiency versus laser energy incident on 
the cathode. 

vent damage to the scopes during a “super-charge” emission from the cathode (see 

Section 6. I. 1). Fig. 6.2 shows charge measured on Faraday cup 2 as a function of laser 

energy. The data was taken after “laser cleaning” of the cathode that is discussed in Sec- 

tion 6.1.1. The charge is background subtracted to remove the dark current contribution 

and laser energy is determined as previously discussed. The plot suggests an error in 

the background subtraction for low values of charge and/or laser energy; however, for 

laser energies above 50,uJ the quantum efficiency is roughly constant at - 3.5. 10-s. 

The quantum efficiency depends on the polarization of the laser for non-normal inci- 

dence angles. Table 2.2 on page 23 summarizes the reflectivity for normal and grazing 

(72”) incidence. The UV laser pulse is produced with linearly polarization. By use of a 

X/2 waveplate, the polarization angle of the laser may be changed and thus the mixture 

of s and p-polarizations, Fig. 6.3 shows the quantum efficiency measured as a function 

-._-. 
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Figure 6.3: Quantum efficiency as a function of waveplate angle for 
grazing incidence. 

of the (relative) angle, 6. of rotation about the optic axis of the X/2 plate. For each 

45” rotation about the optic axis, the polarization is rotated by 90”. According to the 

differences in reflectivity there should be -2.5 times higher efficiency for p-polarized 

light than for s; however, a value of -5-6 is seen. The discrepancy is likely explained 

due to additional Schottky lowering of the work function due to the electric field of the 

laser for p-polarization as discussed in Section 2.1.4. 

6.1.1 Cathode Uniformity 

Because of the initially low quantum efficiency (- 5 10-a electron/photon) and large 

scale (-100%) non-uniformity of our copper cathode (see Fig. 6.4), the cathode was 

cleaned in-situ. A relatively high intensity (- 2 10 W/cm’) laser pulse was incident 

on the cathode in the presence of - 100 MVlm electric field. An attempt to clean the 
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Figure 6.4: Quantum efficiency across cathode before “laser cleaning”. The 
stacked blocks represent the statistical error. 

cathode in the absence of rf power failed to make any noticeable improvements. During 

the cleaning process, -1 PC of charge on each (laser) shot is extracted from the cathode 

in -50 ns depleting the stored energy in the gun. Fig. 6.5 shows a Faraday cup signal 

attenuated by 48 dB and the gun field probe during such an event. From this -0.6/1C 

of charge is estimated to be emitted which extracts -0.6.5 MeV = 3 J of energy out of 

the gun. This is not too far off of the estimated 5 J stored in the gun (from the shunt 

impedance and the measured &). The laser intensity at which such an event is Initiated 

is within an order of magnitude of the standard operating conditions, such that a poor 

quantum efficiency cannot be overcome simply by brute force. 

The enhanced emission during this process appears to be the same as previously re- 

ported [98] and was achieved by focusing the laser onto the cathode at grazing inci- 
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Figure 6.5: A “super-charge” event as seen on the gun field probe and a 
Faraday cup. 

dence to roughly 1 x 0.3 mm*. The cathode was “cleaned” by continuously scanning 

the laser across an area of roughly 5 x 3 mm’. The area was scanned in passes along the 

short axis of the laser at a rate of 22 shots/mm while maintaining the enhanced emis- 

sion throughout each pass and with an overlap of 0.3 mm between passes. The cleaning 

resulted in a larger quantum efficiency (typically 2-3 lo- at our normal operating 

conditions; see Fig. 6.2) and a more uniform cathode (~0.3 mm scale) as shown in 

Fig. 6.4 (before) and Fig. 6.6 (after). However, the dark current (field emission) from 

the cathode also increased by roughly an order of magnitude. 

The electrical center of the cathode (i.e., the point where the electrical axis of the gun 

intersects the cathode) was found in this and the other measurements in the same man- 

ner. The solenoid is used to focus the beam onto one of the phosphor screens in the low 

Figure 6.6: Quantum efficiency across cathode after “laser cleaning”. The 
stacked blocks represent the statistical error. 

energy beam line. The laser is scanned across the cathode and the solenoid field and/or 

the phase in the gun is varied. The center of the cathode is presumed to be where no de- 

flection of the beam occurs. Technically the combined axis of the gun and the solenoid 

is determined. Changing the phase in the gun gives a time dependent kick on the exit 

as well as changes the beam energy (which changes the focusing from the solenoid). If 

the axes are well aligned, either changing the phase in the gun or changing the solenoid 

strength suffices to determine the center. 

The cleaning process appears to cause a micro-roughening of the cathode surface. By 

scanning a HeNe laser across the cathode from near normal incidence and looking at 

the amount of light scattered at oblique angles, the “cleaned” area is easily discerned 

from the “m-cleaned” area due to the increase in scattered light. This roughening 
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may explain the increase in dark current by creating areas of increased localized field. 

The increase in the quantum efficiency may be from removal of copper oxide or other 

contaminants from the cathode surface in addition to the localized field enhancement. 

During the scans, the vacuum gauges in the gun were monitored, and the pressure was 

found to increase roughly two orders of magnitude while the enhanced emission was 

occurring. 

Fig. 6.7 shows a Fowler-Nordheim plot (Section 2.1.3) of the dark current extracted 

from the cathode for three cases: the initial cathode, the cathode after a single damage 

site occurred, and the cathode after “laser cleaning”. The effective microscopic field at 

the cathode can be determined from the slope in Fig. 6.7 using eq. (2. IO) on page 2 1, In 

addition to nearly approximately an order of magnitude more current, the microscopic 

field at the cathode has nearly doubled after laser cleaning. This is consistent with 

the micro-roughening picture although it should be noted that due to the strong non- 

linearity in the field emission current, that the enhancement could be dominated by a 

few “sharp” features on the cathode. In addition, a slight increase in the microscopic 

field after a single damage site on the cathode can be seen. The origin of the damage is 

not known but may have been caused by a single “super-charge” event. All data were 

taken after extensive rf processing of the gun. 

6.1.2 Schottky Scans 

The electron yield/photon was measured as a function of the laser phase (Schottky 

scan) on a Faraday cup just after the emittance-compensation solenoid. Assuming a 

100% collection efficiency this is equivalent to measuring the quantum efficiency as a 

function of phase (and thus cathode field) as defined in Section 2.1.4. A typical scan 
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Figure 6.7: Fowler Nordheim plot of the dark current before and after “laser 
cleaning”. 

is shown in Fig. 6.8. The data were obtained at a single solenoid setting for phases 

below IOO”, but due to a significantly decreased energy and increased energy spread, 

the solenoid had to be varied for phases above 100” to optimize charge collection on 

the Faraday cup. Not shown on the plot is the rapid decrease in the charge for phases 

above -120” as the emitted electrons fail to be captured by the accelerating field. 

The scan is used to determine the operating phase by observing where emission first 

takes place. Due to the finite duration of the laser pulse, the error in determining this 

phase is on the order of the pulse duration. For the emittance scans, the zero phase was 

taken to be a few degrees into emission to try and account for the finite pulse duration. 

This also ignores the non-zero efficiency for negative phases due to the excess energy 

between the photon and the work function. In addition to these systematic errors in 

the phase determination, there is a statistical error in the phase due to the shot to shot 

variation in the arrival time of the laser. The rf phase of the gun is recorded on each shot 
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Figure 6.6: A typical schottky scan from which the laser phase relative to the gun 
and the thermal emittance are estimated. The quantum efficiency is 
determined from the charge measured on the Faraday cup (with the 
average dark-current background subtracted) and is normalized to 
the number of laser photons. 

and the phase variation was found lo be small compared to the systematic error. The 

scans were repeated to make sure that the effects of long term drift were understood 

6.2 Emittance Measurements 

6.2.1 Thermal Emittance Measurement 

The Schottky scan of Section 6. I .2 can also be used to determine the thermal emittance 

of the eIectron beam as the electric field and thus the work function at the cathode are 

varied over a wide range of values 

hv-Q-=0.21 + 0.1 eV 
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Figure 6.9: Thermal emittance plot. 

The field at the cathode is given by B = &sin& where i& is the peak field on the 

cathode (determined from the power measured from the gun field probe). Assuming 

that the quantumefficiency varies as q/q0 = (I%-Q,+e~e&sin &/47r~)~ for small 

changes in the quantum efficiency, one can fit a line to ,,/ij as a function of fl, where 

v, = q/f eEo sin &,/4nco is the Schottky lowered potential at the cathode in eV. This 

is presented, in Fig. 6.9, for the data of the Schottky scan shown in the Fig. 6.8. Only 

the data corresponding to phases, & <_ 100” were included due to the uncertainties 

in the charge coflection for phases over 100” as already discussed. From the fit, one 

determines Ihe difference between the laser energy and the zero applied field work 

function to be 0.2 A 0.1 eV. The fit has the zero phase fixed, and the error is estimated 

by changing this phase 15”. With the photon energy of 4.7 eV this corresponds to a 

zero field work function a0 = 4.5 + 0.1 eV consistent with the lowest value of the 

work function given in Table 2.1 on page 17. From eqs. (2.56) and (2.58). substituting 
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Figure 6.10: Lattice used in emittance measurements. 

uZ = 1 mm for the rms beam size, and using 4.7 eV for the photon energy, the thermal 

emittance is 0.15f 0.06 ?r mm-mrad for emission at 50”. consistent with the estimate 

made in Chapter 2. 

6.2.2 Quadrupole Scans 
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and the beam matrix is given by eq. (2.45), 

The evolution of the square of the spotsize, D 11, can be determined from the transfer 

matrix from the second quadrupole to the screen. It is a function of the focusing strength 

of the quadrupole and the drift space, and is a quadratic function in A and B, 

(6.1) 

where 0If’ is the beam matrix before Q2 and A = 1 - L/f, B = L in the thin lens 

approximation (however, the lattice is treated with the quadrupole as a thick lens). A 

least squares fit to the measured spot sizes then yields the beam matrix, c:, from which 

the emittance is calculated using eq. (2.47), 

The horizontal emittance of the electron beam is measured, after acceleration in the 

3 m linac, using a quadrupole scan technique. In a quadrupole scan the spotsize of 

the electron beam is measured as a function of the focusing strength of a quadrupole. 

A schematic of the lattice used is shown in Fig. 6.10. The second quadrupole. Q2. 

is varied such that the electron beam spotsize at the phosphor screen varies through a 

wide range about the minimum spotsize. The strength of the first quadrupole, Ql, is 

kept constant and is set such that one can produce roughly the smallest possible spots 

in the horizontal plane while maintaining a small (and roughly constant) spotsize in the 

vertical plane. The transfer matrix of the lattice is given generically by eq. (2.39). 

and the normalized emittance is given (knowing the normalized beam energy y and 

velocity p) by eq. (2.43). 

To avoid hysteresis effects in the magnets,the quadrupoles were standardized before 

each scan. In addition, during the scan, the quadrupole was varied always in the same 

direction. A typical scan consists of IO-12 current settings with 5 signal and I hack- 

ground image acquired at each setting. Fig. 6.11 shows the results of a typical quad- 

rupole scan. The data is from the 1 nC, 5 ps, 2.1 kG scan. The spotsize squared is 
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Figure 6.11: Sample quadrupole scan with least squares fit to thick lens 
plus drift. 

plotted as a function of the focusing strength parameter of the second quadrupole, lr’os, 

The solid circles are from the measured spotsizes, and the error bars represent the rms 

spread in the data while the solid line is the result of the least squares fit. 

In principle the vertical emittance can be obtained using the corresponding transfer 

matrix as well, but in practice the vertical spotsize does not vary enough (during a 

horizontal scan) to give a reasonable precision. Therefore, in order to measure the 

vertical emittance either Ql is varied as Q2 is kept constant, or the lattice should be 

rotated 90”. 

The above discussion assumes that the effects of space-charge do not significantly alter 

the beam as a result of the measurement process; the emittance determines the spot- 

size i.e., the beam is emittance dominated. While measurements were made at peak 

currents of up to 200 A, simulations indicate no appreciable increase in the calculated 

emittance [99, IOO]; thus, space-charge effects in the measurement process are ignored. 
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6.2.3 Spotsize Determination 

Image Acquisition 

142 

The beam profile is obtained by imaging the phosphor screen onto an g-bit CCD cam- 

era [ 1 Ol]. The full 2D image was acquired using a commercial frame grabber [ 1021 (at 

approximately a 0.5 Hz acquisition rate) and analyzed “off-line” to determine the spot- 

sizes. Because of a relatively large dark current background, background subtraction 

was performed on the images. Five “signal” and one “background” images were ac- 

quired at each quadrupole setting. Because only one background image was acquired, 

it was assumed that it is typical. This is justified since the background conditions are 

fairly constant except during an electrical breakdown in the gun (these events are ig- 

nored). However, for events with poor signal to noise ratio, the fluctuations in the 

background can cause a larger background than the signal (also ignored). 

For each quadrupole scan, the beam was first focused to the smallest possible srze. and 

the camera was examined for saturation. The intensity was set such that there was a 

reasonable signal to noise ratio without saturation. The intensity was controlled using 

cross polarizers such that the depth of field, and thus the resolution, remained constant. 

The polarizers were not adjusted during the course of a scan. The pixel calibration 

was determined using a 125 pm wire as a fiducial. The calibration yielded 16 pixels 

for 125 pm with an estimated resolution of 3 pixels (531 or 7.81 f 1.47 &pixel in 

the horizontal plane. In the vertical plane because the screen was oriented at 45” the 

calibration is reduced by a factor of l/v”?. 
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Beam Moment Calculation 

The first and second moments of the beam profile are 

(cc) = f,, 4x, Y) da: dy 

f, f(+>y) dz dy ’ 
(6.2) 

(Y) = 
.I,Y~@.,Y) dz dy 

f, f(s, Y) ds dy ’ 
(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

((z - (4,‘) = f,Cz - (z))2f(z,y)d=Jy 
f, f(z) Y) dz dy ’ 

((y _ (y))‘) = MY - (Y)Yf(slY) dl dY ,and 
f, f(l>y) dz dy 

((x - b))(Y - (Y))) = 
.l&z - (z))(Y - (Y))/(~>Y) da: dy 

f, f(l> Y) dz dy 

where f(z, y) is the background subtracted pixel amplitude as a function of the screen 

position, and the integration is over the extent of the beam R which is yet to be de- 

termined. The pixel amplitude is on a scale of O-255 for an I-bit camera (-255-255 

when background subtracted). The second moments determine a rotated ellipse (see 

Appendix B) about the first moments, and the second moments will henceforth utilize 

a coordinate system centered about the first moments. 

A two dimensional analysis for determining the beam parameters is used because of its 

relative insensitivity to random errors as compared with an analysis utilizing a single 

slice through the image (line-out). These errors may be due to “snow” from ionizing 

radiation striking the CCD or thermal noise in the CCD. Other less random errors arise 

from local non-uniformities in the phosphor or CCD. The phosphor and CCD are as- 

sumed to be globally uniform, The effects of snow were investigated by writing a digital 

filter that removed any portion of the image that had features less than the camera reso- 

lution (often removing as much as a few percent of the image) and therms calculations 

were found to be robust. Based on Monte Carlo simulation with a pseudo-random noise 

background, the technique was found to be able to reconstruct the rms of a Gaussian 

with (peak) signal to noise ratio approaching unity. 

Due to the very non-symmetric beams that were often produced during the quadrupole 

scans, it was determined to be unsatisfying to base a measurement on such a small 

fraction of the beam as would be done if a line-out were used. In this manner, the two 

dimensional analysis averages over beam imperfections such as “hot-spots” that could 

artificially produce too small of a calculated spotsize. However, due to the dispropor- 

tionate number of pixels used in the wings of the beam compared to the center. the 

two dimensional approach is much more sensitive to any residual background than the 

lineout (or one dimensional approach). Errors from residual background can thus be 

potentially large. 

If there is a residual background, say from improper background subtraction, instead of 

measuring the real (z’), 

(Las) = f ~*(4~> Y) + b(z,y)) ds dy 
fCs(~ Y) + b(s,y) dr dy 

is measured where s is the average signal pixel value, in is the average residual back- 

ground value, and a is the size of the horizontal axis of the ellipse over which the 

measurement is taken. For simplicity it is assumed that the ellipse is upright, and it 

is further assumed that the residual background is randomly distributed such that it 

may be factored out of the integral. Finally, it is assumed that there are no errors from 

artificially clipping the beam. The error in determining the spotsize is then given to 
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lowest order by . ave pixel amplitude o integrated area 

E((2)) x ; (i)’ (6.8) 

and similar errors for (y”), etc. This was typically on the order of a few percent of the 

calculated moment and was neglected. 

In order to determine the beam spotsize, it must first be determined which parts of the 

profile should be included in the integration of eq. (6.2) through eq. (6.6). Initially the 

extent of the beam,R, is taken over the entire screen (480 vertical by 640 horizontal 

pixels). To determine the beam boundaries, a similar ellipse is constructed whose axes 

are scaled by a factor of 7~ > 1 (Le., the area by a factor of n2) from the rms values, 

This larger ellipse defines the beam boundaries for the purpose of the calculations given 

here. The moment calculations are then repeated for pixels lying inside of this larger 

ellipse. Anything outside of the ellipse is considered “residual” background while any- 

thing inside the ellipse is considered signal plus “residual” background. An average 

background pixel and average signal pixel are then calculated. The process is iterated 

until either all values converge to within the pixel resolution, or eifher the average signal 

fails to increase or the average background fails to decrease. This method was found to 

be robust in determining the beam moments either when starting with the entire screen 

and working inwards or starting with an arbitrarily small spot and working outwards, 

In fact, for low signal to noise images with small spots, negative (z’) or (y’) could be 

calculated in the first step in which case the moments were determined working from a 

small spot outwards (note that negative (zy) is physical). 

The value of n was determined as a compromise between the inclusion of excessive 

noise and the exclusion of excessive signal. A value of 3 was used which typically 

includes >95% of the beam as defined with n = 4 but includes approximately half as 
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Figure 6.12: Radial profile and integrated signal for a typical electron 
beam image. 

many pixels, For example, Fig. 6. I2 shows the average pixel amplitude as a function 

of n (solid circles) for one of the beam images. The error bars are the rms spread 

about the average. Also shown (open circles) is the integrated signal normalized to the 

n = 3 area. In this instance increasing the beam extent from 3 to 4 o increases the 

integrated signal only 3%. Fig. 6.13 shows a logarithmic plot of the pixel amplitude 

distribution for both the signal and residual background of this sample image. A fit 

to the background (solid line) shows that the noise is well described by a Gaussian 

distribution with an rms of 4.1 (compared to the calculated rms of 4.7). 

In Fig. 6.14, histograms of the average signal, background, and edge amplitude are 

shown for all of the background subtracted images of a sample quadrupole scan for dif- 

ferent definitions of the beam extent. The average edge is defined here as the average 

pixel value of the outer 3% of the beam as defined above. The figure indicates that in 
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Figure 6.13: Logarithmic plot of signal and background pixel amplitudes for a 
typical electron beam image. 

the case of the 2.25 and 2.5 CJ cuts considerable amounts of beam are excluded from 

the image due to the large amplitude at the beam edge as compared to the background, 

In the 3 cr cut there is some beam being lost in the cut although the value at the edge 

is within the rms of the background (which is of the order of -65). The 4 o defini- 

tion shows the edge of the beam and the background as essentially indistinguishable, 

Fig. 6.15 shows the same quadrupole scan as Fig. 6.11 but analyzed as a function of 

the the four beam extent definitions given above. As the beam is cut more into its core, 

smaller spots and hence smaller emittances are calculated as is to be expected when less 

and less of the beam is included. However, more interesting is the shift in the shape 

of the quadrupole scan from a very symmetric scan at hard cuts to a quite asymmetric 

scan at soft cuts. This indicates that the beam consists of a relatively large halo whose 

phase space evolves considerably differently than the bulk of the beam. Because of the 
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Figure 6.14: Histogram of signal, background and beam edge pixel amplitudes 
for all the images of a typical quadrupole scan. 

different evolution of the halo, it cannot simply be removed from the measurement; at 

different focusing strengths of the quadrupole the halo may be included more into the 

beam core while at others it may be more at the beam edges. 

Horizontal-Vertical Coupling 

In order that the emittance be described in terms of the determinant of the two by two 

beam matrix, eq. (2.47), the six dimensional phase space should be factorable into three 

independent two dimensional phase spaces. The coupling of the longitudinal to trans- 

verse phase spaces leads to a larger measured transverse emirtance due to the jack of 

time resolution in the measurement. In this sense the quadrupole scan is measuring the 

time projected transverse emittance. Emittance-compensation occurs when the trans- 
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Figure 6.15: Sample quadrupole scan as a function of the definition of the elec 
tron beam extent. 

verse phase spaces of the various temporal slices of the beam are at their besr align- 

ment, Because the quadrupoie scan using a phosphor screen lacks temporal resolution, 

the emittance is measured as a function of the solenoid field to try and experimentally 

find the best compensation 

Much as the transverse and longitudinal spaces can be coupled, so too can the two trans- 

verse spaces. This was indeed the case for much of the data taken here. Fig. 6. I6 shows 

an image where the correlation is approximately 20”. The image has been corrected for 

the aspect ratio, cropped to 2 mm square, and adjusted for brightness and contrast for 

display purposes. Since the correlation angle varies with the quadrupole strength, it is 

known that the observed image is not a simple rotation between the quadrupole and the 

camera pixels 

Because of the coupling between the horizontal and vertical planes, the horizontal emit- 

Figure 6.16: Sample beam image 

tance calculated utilizing the horizontal rms spotsize will be a projected emittance along 

the verticat. The vertical emittance could be calculated in the same way. The conse- 

quence is that the product of these two emittances will not (necessarily) be constant 

with respect to rotations of the quadrupoles about the beamline axis (i.e., thedefinition 

of vertical and horizontal axes) if the phase space is not azimuthatly symmetric. 

In principle this could be solved by the addition of a skew quadrupole to remove 

the coupling in the beam (analogous to the use of the solenoid to try to remove the 

transverse-longitudinal coupling). Or, if the source of the coupling were known, steps 

could be taken to try to remove it. 

There are a number of possible explanations for the coupling. The solenoid couples the 

transverse planes, Poor steering through the linac or the gun can also lead to non-linear 

rf effects which can couple the beam and which would give rise to a time dependent 
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coupling. Other factors could include wake fields, a spatial chirp in the laser, and non- 

uniform emission from the cathode. 

Definition of Beam Size in the Presence.of Cross Plane Coupling 

Given the correlation that is evident in the beam, it is important to determine the most 

physical interpretation of the spotsize. This is especially important since the exper- 

imental conditions did not allow for a precise determination of the full four by four 

transverse beam matrix. If the origin of the coupling were known, the appropriate in- 

terpretation of the horizontal spotsize would be easier to determine. One choice would 

be to reorient the ellipse axes in its unrotated coordinates; however, since the (net) 

effect of the quadrupoles is mainly in one plane (and the rotation changes with quad 

strength), this appears to be inappropriate. If the coupling can be described by a rota- 

tion in the phase space (such that the skew quad could completely remove its effect) 

before the quadtupole, then the distance from the beam center to the “one 0” contour 

is probably the best description of the beam size. This will be the definition that the 

emittance measurements reported here will be based on. This definition will be referred 

to as on-axis spotsize. It is equivalent to the rms spotsize of a single slice of the beam 

taken through the first moment about the orthogonal axis for a self similar beam. The 

spotsize squared will be referred to as c,r ‘* in contexts where it may be confused with 

cl1 of the full transverse phase space (namely (z’)). 

Fig. 6.17 shows graphically the difference between the rms spotsize and our definition 

of a:? for a correlated beam. It should be stressed that if a four by four beam-matrix 

were used, coupling between the planes could be correctly included. Then the true 

second moment would be the correct definition of the spotsizes. and the determinant of 
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Figure 6.17: Spot size definition. 

the four by four beam matrix would give us the product of the vertical and horizontal 

emittances. In Appendix R more details on rotated ellipses are to be found. 

6.2.4 Operating Parameters 

Many parameters determine the beam emittance. Some can be readily varied such as 

the gun gradient and phase, the linac gradient and phase, the solenoid strength, the 

beam charge, and, of course, the transverse and longitudinal profile of the laser. Pa- 

rameters which are difficult to vary include the distance between the gun and the tinac 

and the cathode material. Parameters which essentially cannot be changed include the 

rf frequency, the laser frequency, and the gun design. 

The operating gradients and phases of the linac and the gun were fixed for the data 

reported here. The gradient in the gun was chosen at approximately I10 MVlm as a 
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balance between a high gradient and a “reasonable” dark current. The “reasonable” 

dark current level was determined both by an experimental consideration (the back- 

ground on the phosphor screen) and by a practical consideration (keeping the average 

current below the radiation safety “trip” levels). The gun phase was chosen to be 50” 

with respect to the zero crossing as determined in Section 6.1.2. This was chosen to 

be as far ahead of crest as was reasonable while still maintaining a reasonable quantum 

efficiency as well as to be near the maximum energy and minimum energy spread con- 

dition. It was felt that using the QE rather than the energy for determining the operating 

position yielded more reproducible results. 

The gradient in the linac was chosen to be -10 MeVIm and the phase was chosen at 

approximately IO” ahead of the crest (compression). These values were chosen mainly 

from an operational point of view. The linac phase was determined by assigning the 

maximum energy gain to the crest. The beam energy as measured by a dipole spec- 

trometer was 35f0.25 MeV under these conditions. Simulations suggest that lower 

gradients in the linac will tend to produce lower emittance beams (for the current gun 

to linac distance). And, indeed, the lowest emittance measured to date at the GTF has 

been at approximately 6 MeV/m [ IOO]. However, at larger energies the energy spread 

was considerably smaller making the absolute phase measurement easier. 

The laser parameters were chosen to vary the density of the electron beam by changing 

the length, the charge (by changing the energy in the laser pulse), and the transverse 

profile (either Gaussian or clipped Gaussian). This included the following conditions: 

The transverse spot size was fixed at 0.8 x 1.3 mm Gaussian (or clipped at I mm) as 

measured by a CCD camera. The astigmatism in the regen and the pulse compressor in 

combination with the frequency doubling process seem to cause the non-unity aspect 

ratio. The longitudinal profile of the laser was 5 ps and 8 ps (Gaussian) and 11 ps 

Table 6.1: Experimental conditions for emittance data. 

~1.~~~ [ps FWHM] g:T; [mm] charge [nC] 

5 ps” 1.3 x 0.8 b I 

8 ps” 1.3 x 0.8 b 1 

I I ps’ 1.3 x0.8 b 0.7 d 

5 ps” I.3 x 0.8 b 0.5 

8 ps’ I .3 x 0.8 b 0.5 

5 ps” 1.3 x 0.8’ 0.5 

All data at I10 MeV/m 50” gun, 10” linac. 35 MeV. 

Solenoid I .8-2.3 kG in steps of 0. I kG. 

’ Gaussian longitudinal 

b Gaussian transverse 

’ “Quasi-flat” longitudinal 

d I nC for 1.8, 1.9 kG 

’ Clipped at 1 mm transverse 

(quasi-flat) as measured on a streak camera (Section 4.9.2). The charge was -0.5. 0.7, 

and 1.0 nC as determined periodically with a Faraday cup. and monitored using the 

Laser energy and a toroid after the linac. The Solenoid was varied in steps of 7 A 

(-0.1 kG) over seven settings for each condition in order to observe the best emittance- 

compensation. Not all combinations of the above conditions were performed. Table 6. I 

summarizes the experimental conditions. 
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6.2.5 Beam Cuts Table 6.2: Projected transverse emittance summary. 

In addition, to the image, on each “shot” a number of parameters were measured to 

determine if the beam conditions have changed. A Joule meter was used to sample the 

laser energy, and a toroid after the linac the beam current. The field and phase in the gun 

as well as the phase in the linac were measured to determine the rf stability. For each 

scan a histogram of all measured parameters was produced and cuts were determined 

based on deviations from the average values. Conditions were, for the most part, quite 

stable and few events needed to be cut. A single cut on the gun probe (power) was 

placed for events which fell that f 1% of the average for the entire data. This cut 

removed any events that were likely to coincide with an electrical breakdown in the 

gun. The gun phase was stable to within 2-3” peak-peak, and the linac phase was 

stable to better than 2” for the events that survived the field cut such that no additional 

cut was placed on the phase. For most conditions a f 10% cut on the average laser 

energy was used. The two exceptions are the 0.5 nC clipped Gaussian case where a a 

15% cut was utilized, and the I nC, I 1 ps data which suffered from a droop in the laser 

energy from the low solenoid setting to the high. Separate cuts were placed on the I .8 

kG, I .9 kG and 2.0-2.3 kG data-in this case the first two cuts were approximately 

I nC and the latter was approximately 700 PC. No cuts were placed on the beam toroid. 

^^^ 

charge %I%, Gwn, XL solenoid spotsize note 
[nC] [ps FWHM] [ K mm-mrad] k’4 [mm1 

II U.X x 1.3 mm Gaussian at cathode 

b 0.7 nC at minimum 

’ N 1~ clipped transverse 

6.2.6 Horizontal Emittance Results 

The projected transverse emittance was measured as a function of pulse width and 

charge. The solenoid was varied in steps of 7 A (-0.1 kG) for each condition to try and 

experimentally determine the best emittance-compensation, and a quadrupole scan was 

performed at each solenoid setting. In Table F.1 of Appendix F, the data for each scan 

(obtained from a least squares fit to the individual quadrupole scans) is summarized 

while Table 6.2 summarizes the minimum emittance for each condition. 
All of the parameters that met the beam cuts were then processed according to the 

method given in Section 6.2.3. Additional cuts were placed if the beam was not com- 

pletely within the bounds of the screen in the horizontal plane, if the calculated mo- 

ments were unphysical, or if the integrated background image was greater than the 

integrated signal image. 

The emittance is the normalized rms-transverse emittance where the “on-axis” width is 

used for the spotsize, as defined in Section 6.2.3. The first error is the estimated error 

from the “error-matrix” obtained from the least squares fit and are not scaled to the 

reduced chi-square, the second error is the systematic error due to uncertainties in the 
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Figure 6.16: Emittance as a function of spot-size before the first quadrupole for 
all beam conditions. 

’ pixel calibration, and xdof is the reduced chi-square. Additional systematic errors due 

to the beam energy measurement, the field gradient and the drift distance are small and 

are neglected here. Fig. 6.11 on page 141 shows the results of a typical quad scan. The 

results of the quadscans minimum emittances are given in Appendix F 

The spotsize before the first quadrupole (Ql) was calculated (by projecting the calcu- 

lated beam ellipse from 42 backwards) for all of the data. Fig. 6.18 shows the emittance 

as a function of the spotsize before the first quadrupole for all of the data taken. The 

figure shows that the minimum emittance occurs near the minimum spotsize. 

Emittance as a Function of Laser Pulse Length 

Fig. 6.19 shows the results of the measured emittance versus solenoid focusing strength 

for various laser pulse lengths at I nC of charge. Within the error bars of the measure- 
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Figure 6.19: Emittance as a function of solenoid field for 1 nC of charge and 
different pulse widths. 

ment no significant change was seen by lengthening the pulse from -5 ps to -8 ps; 

however, it is noticed that the minimum emittance in the 8 ps case occurs at a lower 

field in the solenoid. This is consistent with less defocusing due to the longitudinal 

space-charge force for the longer beam. The I I ps data also shows this trend and per- 

haps a slightly lower emittance than the 8 ps; however the charge may have been as 

low as 700 pC in this case. The minimal effect of the pulse length on the emittance (at 

I nC) suggests that either our emittance is not dominated by space-charge (the gain in 

lowering the space-charge contribution to the emittance was balanced by an increase in 

the non-linear rf emittance), or possibly that the beam has quickly (due to the stronger 

space-charge) reordered itself to similar densities 
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Figure 6.20: Emittance as a function of Solenoid for the 0.5 and I nC, 5 ps data. 

Emittance as a Function of Charge 

The emittance is shown as a function of charge in Fig. 6.20 for the 5 ps data and 

Fig. 6.2 I for the 8 ps data. For both pulse lengths, a decrease in the minimum emittance 

is seen as the charge is reduced from I nC to 0.5 nC. In the 5 ps case, the emittance 

decreases from 12.94~05 R mm-mrad to 10.5 f 0.2 rr mm-mrad, and in the 8 ps case 

the emittance decreases from 13.552.1 rr mm-mrad to 8.0f1.3 lr mm-mrad. It is also 

seen for the 5 ps case that less focusing is required by the solenoid for the lower density 

beam. 

Emittance as a Function of Transverse Laser Profile 

In Fig. 6.22, the rms emittance as a function of the solenoid focusing strength is shown 

for 0.5 nC charge but two different transverse (laser) profiles, The open circles use 
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Figure 6.21: Emittance as a function of Solenoid for the 0.5 and I nC, 8 ps data. 

the full Gaussian transverse profiles (-0.8 x 1.3 mm) of the laser while the solid 

squares utilize a I mm clipped Gaussian. Here the emittance is increased from 10.5 

f 0.2 rr mm-mrad to 15.652.9 lr mm-mrad when replacing the full Gaussian with the 

clipped Gaussian. Because the total charge is the same in each case the electron beam 

produced by the clipped Gaussian will have an initially higher charge density. This 

leads one to believe that the higher space-charge force may account for the difference. 

However, the clipped Gaussian has the same initial charge density as the central (- 

50%) core of the 1 nC data where the emittance was measured at 12.9 f 0.5 rr mm- 

mrad. While the two are within the errors of each other, one would expect a lower emit- 

tance in the clipped Gaussian case due to the more uniform space-charge forces. One 

possible source of the discrepancy lies in the definition of the rms emittance: namely the 

difference in the number of particles included for different beam profiles; for example, 

for the same volume in phase space a uniform distribution will have twice the charge as 
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Figure 6.22: Emittance (rms) as a function of solenoid field for 0.5 nC for the 
transverse Gaussian and clipped Gaussian data. 

a Gaussian when the volume is determined by therms spotsize and divergence. This can 

be seen in Fig. 6.23 which is the same data analyzed utilizing a spotsize which includes 

39% of the beam. If the beam distribution were Gaussian this should be equivalent to 

the rms emittance. In this case, the full transverse Gaussian emittance has increased 

slightly to 12.9 f 0.5 K mm-mrad while the clipped Gaussian emittance is decreased to 

8.7f4. I ?r mm-mrad. Table 6.3 summarizes the minimum emittance for each case. 

6.3 Conclusions 

The horizontal emittance of the electron beam was measured after acceleration to 35 MeV, 

using a standard quadrupole scan for a variety of parameters. At each condition. the 

1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 
Solenoid [kG] 

Figure 6.23: Emittance (39%) as a function of solenoid field for 0.5 nC for the 
transverse Gaussian and clipped Gaussian data. 

solenoid field was varied such that the minimum emittance due to emtttance-compensation 

could be observed. The measured minimum emittances for 1 nC of charge at various 

laser pulse are almost identical in value. Changing the pulse length from 5 psto 8 pspi- 

coseconds resulted in less need for focusing in order to obtain the corresponding mini- 

mum. This indicates that, either the emittance is not dominated by space-charge effects, 

or that the reduction of space-charge was accompanied by an equivalent increase in the 

rf effects on the emittance. PARMELA simulations run under similar conditions’ show 

a similar trend with emittances of 8.3 ?r mm-mrad at 2.2 kG and 5 ps and 7.6 rr mm- 

mrad at 2.1 kG[55] for 8 ps. However, any possible bunch lengthening effects are not 

contained in the model. Summaries of these simulations are given in Table 6.4. 

‘excepl Lrr = cTy = I .4 mm 
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Table 6.3: Projected transverse emittance for the data analyzed with a definition 
of the emittance based on 39% of the beam. 

8.7 f 4.1 + 1.6 

If the beam emittance were dominated by non-linear space-charge forces, decreasing 

the charge would have a large effect on the emittance. The 5 ps data showed an ap- 

proximately 20% decrease in the emittance as the charge was decreased by a factor of 

two, while the 8 ps data showed an approximately 40% decrease. The larger effect that 

reducing the charge had on the 8 ps data contrasts with the possibility that non-linear rf 

forces may have been counteracting the space-charge decrease in the 1 nC data. Again, 

simulations were run that showed a decrease of 23% in the 5 ps case and 24% in the 

8 ps case. 

Finally, comparison of the clipped transverse profile to the full Gaussian profile showed 

an approximately 33% decrease in the 39% emittance, presumably due to the more 

uniform transverse profile. However, therms emittance of the clipped Gaussian profile 

increased by almost a factor of two from the difference in the profiles of the electron 

beams, and this suggests that non-linear transverse forces are not the dominant cause 

of increased beam emittance. 
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Table 6.4: Comparison of selected emittance measurements (transverse Gauss- 
ian) with simulation [55]. 

charge %ser cL,n, solenoid lilnulmon Gl.nnr solenoid 
[nC] [ps FWHM] [ rr mm-mrad] WI ] K mm-mrad] W.3 

I ’ I 5 ps 1 12.9f0.5f2.4 1 3.3 1 8.34 1 2.2 1 

I 8 psb 13.5*2.1&2.5 2.0 7.58 2.1 

0.5 5 Ps 10.5f0.2f2.0 2.0 6.65 2.1 

0.5 8 psb 8.0fl.3+1.5 2.0 5.78 2.05 

a Simulation has crz,u = I .4 mm. 

b Simulation at 9 ps. 

The results presented here yield larger effects than the estimated values given in Chap- 

ter 2, and are 4%80% larger than simulations. It is believed that this is due to a large 

contribution of the emittance from a relatively small portion of the beam (the halo). 

This halo was seen to evolve differently from the bulk of the beam and could not be 

removed in the data reduction. Non-linear rf and space-charge forces acting on the tails 

of the beam can contribute to the halo. The discrepancy cannot be explained completely 

by tails in the transverse profile as can be seen by the data taken with the transversely 

clipped laser. Nonetheless, any non-linear force acting on the beam will tend to produce 

a beam halo. The longitudinal pulse shaping described in Chapter 4 should therefore 

prove valuable in any future development of this work. 

The conditions reported here were not optimal from a theoretical perspective but were 

considered necessary from an operational point of view. For example, optimal emittance- 

compensation is anticipated for fields around 140 MVlm [56]. PARMELA simula- 

tions indicate that, for the present distance between the gun and iinac. more efficient 
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emittance-compensation is achieved for a lower linac gradient. This is believed to be 

due to better matching of the rf-focusing in the linac at lower gradients [ IOO]. The 

phase in the gun may also not have been optimal. In fact, steps were taken to minimize 

the longitudinal phase space out of the gun which would tend to increase the transverse 

phase space. However, this is not enough to explain the discrepancy in the measure- 

ments. It is possible that a significant halo is formed through wakefields from either 

the laser mirror or poor steering through the linac. Unfortunately, rf effects in the linac 

were also not explored. 

Non-uniformities in the photocathode can contribute to an increased emittance. The 

“laser cleaning” process was found to increase the localized field at the cathode. This 

has an effect on the thermal emittance of the beam as electrons emitted at a site of 

large enhancement will have larger energy spread. With the measured enhancement, 

the difference between the photon energy and the work function can be as much as 

4 eV. The thermal emittance of these electrons will be -4 K mm-mrad per millimeter. 

In addition, the localized fieldenhancement can cause hot-spots in the beam, leading to 

a much higher localized space-charge field that cannot be fully compensated. 

Laser related background causes emission outside of the main electron bunch. Because 

the emittance measurements are not temporally resolved, it is likely that this back.. 

ground could cause an apparent increase in the emittance. Pre- or post-pulses on the 

laser can be neglected, as long as the Pockels’ cell timing is set correctly. This appears 

to be the case as the measured contrast ratio of the laser pulse in the IR is well over 

750 to 1 (see Fig. 4.4). In addition, there is further improvement in the contrast ratio 

from the non-linearity of the frequency conversion process. The laser pulse reflected 

off of the cathode does not contribute to additional emission from the gun, because it is 

unlikely that the light makes it back to the center of the cathode. It is possible, however, 
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that an etalon in one of the crystals, in the laser transport lenses, or in the laser win- 

dow can make it to the cathode. Because all of these optics are anti-reflection coated, 

etalon effects should be minimal; however, if the pulse is sufficiently off temporally or 

spatially, it is conceivable that it can have a finite effect on the measured emittance. In 

addition to laser related background caused by photoemission, there can be increases in 

the thermal emission from the cathode due to localized heating. For the laser energies, 

and spotsizes used here this effect is expected to be negligible. 

In order to meet the goals of the LCLS, a more detailed search of the parameter space 

is needed. Work has begun on measuring the full 6-Dimensional phase space at the 

tiTF. Streak camera images of the longitudinal profile of the electron beam will enable 

time resolved emittance measurements and will help clarify if there is any laser related 

background outside of the main pulse. The framework for more sophisticated longitu- 

dinal shaping of the iaser is in place and will enable measuring the emittance not only 

as a function of longitudinal pulse length but also of pulse shape. It has been shown 

that best emittance-compensation emittance occurs near the waist of the beam. This 

should help in the search the parameter space in the future; however, because there are 

so many correlated parameters. a single-shot measurement of the emittance would be 

perhaps the most useful addition to the instrumentation. 

Work is also in progress in determining the best technique for preparation of the pho- 

tocathode. This is important, both for a uniform emission from the cathode, and for 

reducing the field-emitted backgrounds, while maintaining a high quantum efficiency. 

The current gun is tentatively scheduled to be moved to an off axis injector site on the 

SLAC linac in early 2001, at which time new guns could be tested at the GTF. This gun 

could be another standing wave TM cavity based gun or, for example, be plane-wave 

transformer or pulsed diode gun, both of which show promise as low emittance sources. 
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Table A.l: LCLS design parameters [I] 

I Undulator Type planar NdFe:B I I 

Wavelength 1.5 A 

Norm. RMS Emittance 1.5 K mm mrad 

Peak Current 3.4 kA 

I Electron Energy E I 15 I I GeV 

I Average P-Function I 18 I I n&ad 

e/E 0.02 I % 

Pulse Duration (FWHM) 
I 

280 / fs / 

Pulses per macropulse I 

Repetition Rate 120 HZ 

I Undulator Period I 3.0 I I cm 

Peak Field 1.32 T 

FEL parameter p 0.47 10-s 

I Power Gain Length I 5.8 I m I 
Saturation Length 94.1 m 

Peak Power 9.2 GW 

Average Power 0.28 W 

Coherent Energy per Pulse 2.3 mJ 

Coherent Photons per Pulse 1.8 10’2 

Peak Brightness 6.1 lo=* 

Average Brightness 2.8 102’ * 

Transverse RMS Photon Beam Size 31 w 

Transverse RMS Photon Beam Divergence 0.39 /“ad 

Appendix B 

Description of Beam Ellipses 

* photons/(s,mm*,mrad*.O. 1 WBW) 
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Ellipses are used throughout accelerator physics because of their mathematical simplic- 

ity. The various phase spaces of the beam are described as ellipses which scale with the 

rms beamsize and divergence angles. The entire phase space of the beam is described 

by a 6-Dimensional “hyper-ellipse”, It is often supposed that this 6.Dimensional el- 

lipse can be broken up into 3, 2-Dimensional sub-spaces described by 3 different 2- 

Dimension ellipses-the phase space volume then being the product of the areas of the 

3 ellipses, If the phase spaces are coupled, then this statement is not true. The various 

areas of the ellipses are then representative of a projected phase space area 

For example, the emittance measurement based on a quadrupole scan utilizing a phos- 

phor screen lacks sufficient temporal resolution to measure the beam width as a function 

of longitudinal coordinate. The result is that the measurement gives a time (and energy) 

projected emittance. The emittance-compensation solenoid can remove (or add) cor- 

relation and thus changes the temporally projected transverse emittance-but not the 

phase space density. Likewise, coupling between the two transverse planes will lead to 

a projected emittance if the full rms beam size is used. 

Regardless of correlations, the 2-Dimensional ellipse is an important tool. The ellipse 

can be used to not only describe the (z, I’) phase space but also the (2, y) transverse 

space. There are many different mathematical ways to describe an ellipse. In this ap- 

pendix a number of the different descriptions are reviewed and how the various param- 

eters arc related. Fig. B.l shows a rotated ellipse for reference. The two coordinates, 2 

and y are used; however the results are, of course, general to any two coordinates. 

Figure B.l: Rotated ellipse. 
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B.l Upright Ellipse in Cartesian Coordinates right and left by the unitary matrix 

The equation for an upright ellipse in Cartesian coordinates is given simply by 
CDS 8 sin 0 

- sine case 

(E)‘+ (5)’ = I 

where for convenience 2a > 26 is taken as the major and minor axes, and the ellipse 

centered at z = Y = 0. It is often convenient to describe the above in the matrix 

equation, 

The matrix, cIy, is defined by 

03.1) 

and its transpose. The new matrix will have non-zero (but symmetric) off diagonal 

elements, oia, The matrix is given by 

011 = aZcosZ8tbZsin20 

033 = bZ cos’ 0 + a’sin’ 0 

fl13 = (a' - bZ)cos6sin8, 

A notation where the coordinates (z,Y,z’, y’, *,a’) are labeled by l-6 is used. The 

ellipse has area 

Area = z = Tab ) 

and x and y rms’s given by 

((2) -(z)‘)f = ; 

((Y”) - (Yni = $ 

where a and b arc the major and minor axis (a’ = cii, b* = ~saa in the unrotated 

coordinate. system). 

03.2) 
If the sigma matrix is known, the major and minor axis can be found by 

8.2 Rotated Ellipse in Cartesian Coordinates 

With the matrix definition of the ellipse given in eqs. (B.l) and (B.2), it is straightfor- 

ward to transform the ellipse into a rotated coordinate system by multiplying c on the 

The significance of the sigma matrix is that &gives the x-extent of the ellipse pro- 

jected along y, \/;F;; gives the y-extent of the ellipse projected along x, and of course 

oia gives the degree of correlation between the two. In fact, they are related to the 2”” 

moments of the ellipse by 
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where the fact that (2) = (y) = 0 has been used. Note that the moments described here 

are for the ellipse itsel j! That is 

(z”) = l,,,,,, 2 d3: dy , etc 

If the distribution in x-y is given as j(z, y), and the second moments are weighted by 

j(x, y) such that, 

(x’) = jm I-= t* j(s, y) dz dy , etc.. 
-m -m 

then (r simply represents these (weighted) moments 

If the beam is rotated (as given here) in the x,y space, then the 6-D phase space is 

not really separable into the 3, 2-D phase spaces. The calculated emittance using a 

quadrupole scan in say the horizontal (I) dimension will give the projected emittance 

if the beam size is given as oil (or bus for a vertical scan). Much as the emittance is 

measured as a function of the solenoid magnetic field strength to try and find the min- 

imum transverse-longitudinal coupling, emittance could be measured as a function of 

beam rotation to try and minimize the coupling between the the vertical and horizontal 

plane. Unlike the transverse-longitudinal coupling, however, there is adequate resolu- 

tion in the projected coordinate to do better. Steps can be taken to try and minimize 

the coupling (by rotating the coordinate system of the measurement-in reality this is 

accomplished using a rotated [skew] quadrupole to rotate the beam) or by choosing a 

more physical definition of the beam width. The latter was the approach made here. 

The “approximately” uncorrelated spotsizes are defined by their extent about from the 

ellipse center to its edge along either coordinate. That is, 

8.3. ELLIPSES IN POLAR COORDINATES 182 

Note that for a beam ellipse defined by a real distribution j(.z,y), that this is the same 

as the l-Dimensional moment only if the beam is self-similar (i.e. the I-D spotsize in 

one coordinate is independent of the other). 

8.3 Ellipses in Polar Coordinates 

Sometimes it is convenient to work with an ellipse parameterized by an angle and dis- 

tance from a focus. This can he especially helpful as it allows us to reduce 2 dimen- 

sional integrals into I dimensional integrals. the equation in polar coordinates is given 

by 

ct I‘=---------- 
1 + c cos 4 ’ 

where 0 5 f < 1, r is measured from one of the foci, and 4 is measured from the 

major axis. It is straightforward to determine relationship between the Cartesian and 

polar descriptions as 

c1 
a = ~ 

1 - LZ ’ 
and 

b=- 

Or solving for a and e,. 

b2 

And, the relationship between the coordinates is given by 

y = rsin$. 

-,, 
~. -.. ~_... .  -. 
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C.l Geometry 

The dispersion from a diffraction grating may be used to introduce (remove) a temporal 

chirp from an optical pulse [82]. The grating equation is 

x 
sinB+sinr = n-, 

d Cl) 

where /I(r) are the incident (refracted) angles, R is the order of refraction, A is the 

wavelength of the light and d is the groove spacing. Eq. (Cl) uses the convention that 

if the two angles are on the same side of normal, they have the same sign. One can 

see that the proper choice of d will limit refraction to only first order. For example, 

using a typical grating with l/d = 1740 lines/mm with X = 1.054 ,Irn for the laser, then 

$ = 1.83, and there will only be first order refraction since sin 6’ + sin y 5 2. 

The geometry for introducing a positive chirp is shown in Fig. C. 1. Positive (frequency) 

chirp is achieved due the group velocity dispersion (GVD) of the system: longer wave- 

lengths travel a longer path than shorter wavelengths. The path difference between two 

spectral components with wavelengths X + 6X and X is given by: 

6x = AB+BD 

= BC(sin 0 + sin 7) 

= BC; (from eq. (C.1)) 

AC X -- 
= cased 

OCX@ 
= costid 

L x 
= coszB;l 

C.l. GEOMETRY 1Rfi 
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Figure C.l: Grating compression setup. 
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Differentiating eq. (C. 1) gives 

de 1 -=- 
dA dcbse 

((2.2) 

such that the path difference becomes 

dr 1LX 1 -= 
dX 4 d d cm50 

Typically the pulse system is  run in a double pass configuration in order to remove 

the spatial chirp. This also gives twice the total delay. Therefore for a double pass 

configuration, the chirp introduced is  

dt 2LX 1 
dX cd dcos30 

It is  evident that for a grating of width W  the maximum delay is  

independent of the grating angle. 

For negative chirp the spectral component X needs to be delayed with respect to X+6X. 

This is  accomplished with the geometry shown in Fig. C.2 [8 I ] and includes a I : I 

telescope such that 60 + 4. The second grating is  then “flipped” such that the 

refracted angle y  is  preserved. The path delay in this configuration is  

6x = AB+BC 

= BE(sin0 + s in 7) 

= BE$as in the case of compression.) 

BD X = --, 
cos  e d 

Figure C.2: Expansion setup 

This can be s implified with BD = (2, + za)68. such that, 

Therefore, again using a double pass configuration, the chrrp is  

dt 2(r,+z*)X 1 -  = -_______ 
dA c  d d C O G  e 

And, as in the case of positive GVD, the maximum delay is  

cc.3 

C.2 Design 

The design of the expansion and compression stages is  summarized in Table C. I. The 

negative chirp is  used in the expansion stage while the positive is  used in the compres- 

ston in order to both keep the laser Ruence low on the lenses and avoid breakdown at 
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the focus. The expansion and compression angles were designed to be the same such 

that the compression would compensate for the nonlinear chirp in the expansion (as- 

suming the chirp is preserved in the regenerative amplifier). The angles were chosen 

to be as close to Littrow (the angle at which the input and output angle are identical) 

as was practical. This minimizes the astigmatism [IO41 as well as the non-linear chirp. 

Finally, the beamsizes are the same such that the resolution is consistent. 

Table C.l: Expansion and compression parameters 

) gratings type and “nile” 1 1740/mm, Au, holographic, blazed 1.06 pm 

1 grating size 80 mm x 110 mm (40x60 mm input side) 

1 design wavelength 1.0535j~m 

input angle (7) 

refracted angle (0) 

61.9” 

120 

lenses (expansion) 1 m 3 “dia. (2” input side) 

spacing (expansion), z, = z2 

grating separation, L/ cos e 

0.6 m 

1.2 m 

dt chirp, a 267 pslnm 
I 

maximum delay 

bandwidth acceptance 

I .34 ns 

5.0 nm 

spotsize on grating (input) 2 mm (l/e’. i.e., I mm v ) 
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A p p e n d i x  D  

G ra z i n g  In c i d e n c e  D e s i g n  

T h e  p h o to c a th o d e  g u n  a t th e  G T F  a l l o w s  fo r  l a s e r i n j e c ti o n  a t b o th  n o rm a l  a n d  g ra z - 

i n g  i n c i d e n c e . N o rm a l  i n c i d e n c e  re q u i re s  e i th e r a  m i rro r  i n s i d e  th e  v a c u u m  c h a m b e r 

(s l i g h tl y  o ff a x i s )  o r  i n j e c ti o n  o f th e  p u l s e  a fte r  a  b e n d  i n  th e  e l e c tro n  b e a m . F o r th e  

e m ttta n c e  d a ta  p re s e n te d  h e re  th e  fo rm e r w a s  u s e d . T w o , m a j o r p ro b l e m s  e x i s t w i th  

th i s  d e s i g n : 

. w a k e fi e l d s  fro m  th e  m i rro r  c o n tri b u te  to  a n  e m i tta n c e  g ro w th  m  th e  b e a m . 

l  D a rk  c u rre n t s tri k i n g  th e  m i rro r  c a n  c a u s e  d a m a g e  to  th e  m trro r  a s  w e l l  a s  e l e c - 

tro s ta ti c  s te e r i n g  o f th e  b e a m  (s e e  A p p e n d i x  E) .  

G ra z i n g  i n c i d e n c e  re m o v e s  th e s e  p ro b l e m s  a n d , i n  a d d i ti o n , b e c a u s e  o f th e  s y m m e tri c  

e x i t p o rt o n  th e  g u n , a l l o w s  fo r  a c c e s s  to  th e  l a s e r a fte r  i t s tri k e s  th e  c a th o d e  (fo r  e n - 

e rg y  a n d  tra n s v e rs e  p ro fi l e  m e a s u re m e n ts ). F o r a n  a p p ro p r i a te l y  p o l a r i z e d  l a s e r b e a m  

th e  q u a n tu m  e ffi c i e n c y  w i l l  i n c re a s e  a t a l l  b u t e x tre m e l y  n e a r g ra z i n g  i n c i d e n c e  (s e e  

S e c ti o n  6 . I ). 

T h e re  a re  tw o  m a j o r p ro b l e m s  i n h e re n t i n  i l l u m i n a ti n g  th e  c a th o d e  a t g ra z i n g  i n c i d e n c e : 

A  c i rc u l a r  tra n s v e rs e  l a s e r b e a m  w i l l  i l l u m i n a te  a n  e l l i p ti c a l  s p o t o n  th e  c a th o d e , a n d  

th e  a rr i v a l  ti m e  o f th e  l a s e r o n  th e  c a th o d e  w i l l  v a ry  a c ro s s  th e  fa c e  o f th e  c a th o d e  (s e e  

F i g . D .I.). F o r a  l a s e r p u l s e  i n c i d e n t i n  th e  5 -a  p l a n e  a t a n  a n g l e  0 , m e a s u re d  w i th  

re s p e c t to  th e  n o rm a l  (z -a x i s ), th e  s p o t s i z e  o n  th e  c a th o d e  i s  g i v e n , i n  g e n e ra l , b y  

T h e  ti m e  s l e w  a c ro s s  th e  p u l s e  (a l o n g  th e  r-a x i s )  i s  

6 t, =  w ,,,, ta n  a  (D .2 ) 



Figure D.l: Geometry of grazing incidence showing both the time-slew and the 
ellipticity generated by the incident laser beam. 

The laser ports on the gun allow for 72” incidence. For a 2 mm circular beam, this 

would lead to an aspect ratio ((02/w,,) of 3.2 with a 6tl of 18.5 ps. Clearly this is 

undesirable; however, a simple method has been developed for correcting both the time 

slew and ellipticity on the cathode using a single diffraction grating. 

Use of a diffraction grating at angles different than Littrow will result in a change of 

the aspect ratio of the beam as well as introduce a time slew. For refraction in the z - z 

plane, there will be 

(D.3) 

- ..- .-, -. 

Figure D.2: Grating geometry for determining beam slew and aspect ratio. 

It will also introduce a time slew in the beam of: 

cdtl = ABt-BC 

where eq. (D.3) and the grating equation (eq. (C. I)), 

x 
sin 0 + sin y = II- , 

d 

have been used. Here y and 0 are the incident and refracted angles respectively, n is the 

refraction order, and d is the groove spacing. Note that there is not a tilted wave-front 

(which is unphysical) but rather a tilted amplitude front: the grating introduces a 2rr n 

phase shift at each rule. By comparing eq. (D.l)) with eq. (D.3) and eq. (D.2) with 

eq. (D.4), The conditions in which the delay can be pre-compensated for the grazing 

incidence are 

CD.41 

However, for example, using a 3600/mm grating and X = 0.263 pm in I St order there is 

no physical solution. But, a near solution exists with y = O”, and thus, 0 = 71.2”. This 



r laser port 

h/2 plate 

3600/mm 
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Figure D.3: Grazing incidence design: no dispersion correction. 

“solution” results in easy alignment and only a -4% error in both the aspect ratio and 

the delay compensation. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. D.3. For the 2 mm 

beam described above, this leads to an aspect ratio of 1.04 and a delay across the beam 

of -240 fs. For comparison, at near normal incidence o -4 mrad which has almost no 

effect on the aspect ratio but gives approximately the same delay across the beam 

The above discussion assumes that the pulse has zero bandwidth. Due to the dispersion 

of the grating, the finite bandwidth of the pulse, leads to an error in both the spot size 

and delay as calculated above. The (angular) dispersion of the grating is found by 

differentiating eq. (C. I): 

d0 n 
a= dcost’ 06) 

For a transform limited 1 ps Gaussian pulse in the UV thebandwidth is -0.1 nm. Using 

the above conditions this leads to a -l-mrad spread in the beam. Assuming the grating 

is 20 cm from the cathode this leads to an increase in the spot size from 2 mm to 2.2 mm 

and a 600 fs delay across the pulse. Of course, by imaging the grating onto the cathode, 

this effect can be removed at the expense of ease of alignment. 
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Appendix E 

Normal Incidence Mirror Charging 
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The electron beam pointing in the GTF showed periodic temporal behavior. The beam 

would move slowly -I mm horizontally and then suddenly snap back into place. The 

time scale of the motion was over the course of many minutes perhaps up to l/2 hour 

at first, but the time scale progressed IO a period as short as 1 minute. The more rapid 

motion seemed to coincide with the considerable more dark current being produced 

from the rf gun after damage to the cathode occurred. It was eventually determined that 

enough dark current was striking the normal incidence laser mirror to cause an electro- 

static steering of the beam. The sudden snapping of the beam was due to the discharge 

of the electrons from the mirror to its mount which was grounded to the beam pipe. 

Fig. E.l shows one such discharge occurring. Fig. 3.5 on page 58 shows the geometry 

for normal incidence while Fig. 3.1 on page 54 shows the location of the Faraday cups. 

The mirror was made of BK7 glass with a high reflective dielectric stack coating on the 

surface. It was I inch in diameter and 3/8 inch thick. The mirror had been significantly 

radiation darkened, and small fissures had developed both on the surface and in the 

bulk. A test mirror was coated with Chromium except over a small (few mm) area for 

the laser to strike and was grounded to the mirror mount. Breakdown occurred in this 

mirror as well leading us to believe that much of the charge was being deposited in the 

bulk of the mirror. The quickest solution (short of a conducting mirror) was to use a 

thin (-I mm) l/2” diameter Aluminum coated mirror. The new mirror has relatively 

poor reflectance -90‘S, but has been quite stable to the effects of the beam. 

The electron beam motion was on the order of I mm over approximately 250 mm 

corresponding to an average angular kick of 4 mrad. For a 6 MeV electron beam this 

requires a transverse kick of only 24 kV. 

The magnitude of the charge on the mirror which is required to produce the observed 

motion is estimated by assuming that the charge is localized at the edge of the mirror. 

The beam axis is approximately 10 mm from the mirror. If it is then assumed that the 

electric field is due to a point charge, the beam will be accelerated (transversely) across 

a potential given by 

v=- k.di=& 
J A0 

With d zz lOmm,Q- 30 nC for the 24 kV kick. 

Figure E.l: Discharge from the normal incidence laser mirror. 

For consistency, the time it takes to charge the mirror to 30 nC is estimated. The 

conductivity of the mirror is assumed to be essentially zero such that all charge remains 

on the mirror until a breakdown occurs. Typically just about 50% of the dark current 

beam is lost from the position of the first Faraday cup to the second Faraday cup due 

to its large energy spread. The laser mirror sits longitudinally at the same position as 

the first Faraday cup. The beam pipe inner diameter is -35 mm while the laser mirror 
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extends approximately 7 mm into the beam pipe (for a I “diameter mirror). The result 

is that the ratio of the cross section of the exposed portion of the mirror to the cross 

section of the beam pipe is N l/6. If the charge is lost uniformly, then at 10 Hz and 6 nC 

dark current out of the gun, it would only take 6 seconds to charge the mirror. This is 

within about an order of magnitude of what was observed. 

Even with a mirror which doesn’t charge, the effects of the wake-field from the beam 

itself may become large. As the head of the beam passes the mirror (and its mount) 

it produces an image charge which can act on the tail of the beam. Since the beam 

is on the order of I mm radius at this point and y -10, a 100 mad kick could be 

enough to increase the emittance by I r mm-mrad. This is approximately the same 

kick which would be received for 1 nC of charge from the discussions above. The 

appropriate solution is either to move the mirror to after the linac or to use grazing 

incidence illumination of thecathode (avoiding the normal incidence mirror altogether). 

Emittance Data 
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Appendix F 
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Table F.1: Summary of emittance data The first error is the estimated from a 
least squares fit and is not scaled to the x2. The second error is a 
fixed 18.8% error due to the calibration uncertainty. Also given is the 
calculated spotsize before the first quadrupole. 

charge qz2.w 
[nC] [ps FWHM] 

I 5 Ps 

1 8 PS 

1 

0.5 

11 ps 

5 Ps 

0.5 8 ps 

0.5” 5 Ps 

Gmll X&d * ( solenoid spotsize 
[ K mm-mrad] 1 WY [ [mm1 
28.8fl.lf5.4 IO.023 ) 1.8 ) 2.1 
22.01t0.3f4.1 1.9 1.9 1.6 
18.4fO.If3.4 0.47 2.0 1.0 
14.4f0.4f2.7 0.60 2.1 0.37 
12.9zt0.5f2.4 3.3 2.2 0.45 
22.0&0.5k4.1 1 4.6 1 2.3 1 1.1 
23.0f0.8f4.3 ( 0.53 ( I.8 ( 1.5 
16.9f0.7f3.2 3.0 1.9 1.2 
13.5f2.If2.5 0.33 2.0 0.53 
15.9f0.3f3.0 5.0 2.1 1 .o 
19.2f0.7zk3.6 7.0 2.2 1.6 
27.8f0.9f5.2 1 7.6 1 2.3 1 0.98 
16.7f0.6f3.1 1 0.79 1 1.9 1 0.42 
12.3f I.Of2.3 3.8 2.0 0.48 
12.2f0.2f2.3 2.4 2.1 1.3 
24.8~k0.3f4.6 6.6 2.3 1.1 
23.1ztO.3k4.3 2.8 1.8 1.7 
15.6fO.lf2.9 1 .o 1.9 0.99 
10.5f0.2f2.0 1.3 2.0 0.50 
ll.lf0.3&2.1 0.75 2.1 0.39 
14.8f0.3f2.8 3.9 2.2 0.79 
18.8* 1.2f3.5 1 6.0 1 2.3 1 1.3 
16.9f0.2f3.2.1 1.9 1 1.9 ( 1.2 

D A transversely clipped laser (1 u) is used for these data Figure F.2: Quadrupole scan for the minimum emittance at 1 nC and 8 ps 

1 nC, 5 ps, 2.2 kG 

12.9*0.5+2.4 x2=3.3 

5.9 6 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 
k[m”] 

Figure F.l: Quadrupole scan for the minimum emittance at 1 nC and 5 ps 

b- 
0.06 

1 nC, 8 ps, 2.0 kG 
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